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For unstoppable, grab-hold-and-go that goes where the others get hung
power, professional 4 wheelers up. Only TOYOTA—world's cham-
depend on the TOYOTA LAND pionof4 wheel drives in 78 countries
CRUISER. It's the rugged pro-rig —gives you the BIG 6:

TRADE UP TO TOYOTA AND GET THE BIG 6

3
4

P O W E R 6-cylinder, 135 hp studhorse engine
S P E E D cruises 85 mph on the highway all day long
GRADEABIL ITY only 4-wheel drive that climbs 67% grades
HI-L.O G E A R I N G 9 forward, 3 reverse gear combinations
R U G G E D N E S S heavy duty, tank-tough TOYOTA construction
C O M F O R T carries 7 men on foam rubber seats, plus gear

TOYOTA//^CRUISERS
4-WHEEL DRIVE

Fully equipped • 12 month/12,000 mile warranty • Paris/Service available coast to coast

For further information, write Toyota Motor Distributors, Inc., 6032 Hollywood Boulevard , Los Angeles 28, California

THE TOUGH ONES COME FROM TOYOTA AT THE SIGN OF THE CIRCLE-
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Mrs. Linda Gravitt, of Tahoe Valley, Calif., has won an all-expense-paid escorted tour
through Death Valley, courtesy of Wanderlust Tours, for submitting the winning caption
for the photograph below which won first prize in the February Photo Contest. Second
choice of the judges was submitted by Harry R. Bratt, Edwards, Calif., who received a
gift book certificate from DESERT Magazine.

FIRST PRIZE

"No, Junior, you don't eat the Beatles,
you listen to them."

SECOND PRIZE

"I'll do the talking, Mr. Humphrey."

Although not in this issue the monthly Photo Contest will be resumed in the June edition.
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For Those Who Would

E X P L O R E
the little known desert wilderness

beyond the for horizons

ON DESERT TRAILS
Today and Yesterday

By Randall Henderson

• Prehistoric Trails
• Lost Treasure Legends
• Indian Tribal Life
• The Snake Dancers
• Death Valley Tales
• Photographer's Paradise

Most comprehensive book yet published

about the Great American Desert and

its people.

356 Pages, 15 Maps. 37 Photos

$5.00
California buyers add 20c tax

Include 25c for postage and handling.

DESERT MAGAZINE
BOOKSHOP

Palm Desert, California

"GEM CUTTING SHOP HELPS"
Contains All the Best Experience and Ideas
Gleaned From 17 Years of the

LAPIDARY JOURNAL This is the fastest
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Everything
Any Rockhound
Ever Wanted To
Know ... All In
One Book!

• 240 PAGES
• 10 CHAPTERS
• 160 TITLES ON

EVERY PHASE OF
GEM CUTTING

This book has been a sensational se l ler . , . over 16,500 copies sold in the
first three months after publication. Now in third printing. Contains com-
plete gem cutting instruction for everyone from the beginner to the more
advanced . . . ten chapters on GEM CUTTING INSTRUCTION FOR THE BEGIN-
NEK; SAWING; GRINDING; SANDING; POLISHING; DIAMOND TOOLS; DRILLING;
LAPPING; CABOCHON CUTTING; MAKING NOVELTIES; TREATMENT OF INDI-
VIDUAL GEMSTONES and GEMOLOGY FOR THE AMATEUR. HUNDREDS OF ILLUS-
TRATIONS AND DRAWINGS . . . HOW-TO-MAKE YOUR OWN EQUIPMENT.
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OF HOW-
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ARTICLES
AND
SHOP
HELPS

*

$395
POSTPAID
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THE FOOD AND DRINK
OF MEXICO
By George C. Booth

Not only are the recipes good, but
the text is informative and fun to
read. Author Booth knows his Mexi-
co and the book is chock full of anec-
dotes to make for good table talk
while your family and friends dis-
cover there's more to Mexican cook-
ing than fried beans.

His Huevos Rancheros (Ranch
style eggs) recipe is the best this re-
viewer has seen. Onions, garlic, green
chilis (or chopped bell pepper) are
sauteed and added to tomato sauce,
then poured over an egg fried sunny
side up and served on a soft tortilla.
To top it all off, the author suggests
sliced avocado and cheese, which adds
a nice fillip.

Another one is truly novel—Nopa-
litos Rellenos (cactus sandwiches).
Nopalito consists of the little leaves
which occur on cactus in the spring-
time when it makes new growth.
These may be sliced and boiled with
bacon, which tastes like green beans,
or boiled in salted water with soda,
chopped onion and then sandwiched
around a thin slice of jack cheese,
rolled in flour and dipped in beaten
eggs and fried and served with a
sauce. But you'd better read instruc-
tions in the book before you try it.

There are also a number of "prac-
tical" cooking ideas involving vege-
tables, meats and fish which will do
a lot to jazz up bored palates. Hard-
cover, 190 pages, $5.95.

CAPE TOWN TO CAIRO
By Lillie B. Douglass

Here's a trip that every trailer
owner dreams about, but this couple
took. Along with 41 American fami-
lies, they joined a caravan tour and
journeyed the length of the African
continent by house trailer. The
author tells how they solved prob-
lems of food, water, road repair, heat,
cold and desert and mountain ter-
rain. It took them seven months, but
they saw Africa as few Americans have
seen it. They visited Pygmy country,
skirted the weird Mountains of the
Moon, and wound up camped at the
base of Cheops Pyramid, near Cairo.

You may not be free to make a
trip to places like Zanzibar and Tan-
ganyika, but you'll enjoy taking it
vicariously with the author*-even to

deciding what to pack. It's high ad-
venture and enlightening as well, since
the author's curious mind explored
history and tradition along with off-
beat country. And, who knows, you
might one day close the door to your
house and take off too? As the Doug-
lass' discovered, anything is possible
if you know what you want and direct
your efforts to accomplishing it. This
is that kind of a book. Hardcover,
348 pages, illustrated with maps and
photos. |6.95.

Books reviewed may be ordered
from the DESERT Magazine Book
Order Department. Palm Desert,
California 92260. Please include
25c for handling. California resi-
dents must add 4% sales tax-
Enclose payment with order.

OLD MINING CAMPS OF NEW
MEXICO 1854-1904
By Fayette Jones

Eighty-two exciting tales a b o u t
early New Mexico boom camps: the
salted diamonds still hidden in Lee's
Peak, how Encarnacion Silva's secret
mine was found near Rincon; and
how George Wells brought $90,000
in nuggets into a Hillsboro saloon.
All of the famous old camps are de-
scribed, most of them now little more
than ghosts. This is a limited edition
(600) of selected writings by the
author of New Mexico Mines and
Minerals, 1904, an out-of-print book
almost impossible to acquire. At-
tractively printed on a hand-operated
press, hardcover, 92 pages. $4.95.

THE GREAT CALIFORNIA
DESERTS
By W. Storrs Lee

The Mojave, the Colorado Desert
and Death Valley comprise the great
California deserts. Here is a "bio-
graphy" of desert folklore, historical
significant and personal drama in-
spired first by Spanish missionaries
and settlers in 1775, then by 19th
century Argonauts wandering dizzily
around Death Valley and, later, ad-
venturers and prospectors exploiting
the rich terrains of Tonopah, Rands-
burg, and Goldfield. Here, too, is
an exciting account of early overland
coach routes and railroad lines that
now span thousands of miles of de-
sert and contributed to the construc-
tion of the miraculous canal which
transformed Imperial Valley into the
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richest agricultural country in the
U.S. today.

This is a modern, sophisticated
book that rhapsodizes neither the past
nor the present, but calls a spade a
spade. It's a good, hard-hitting his-
tory—readable, up-to-date, and worth-
while. You'll like it. Hardcover, 306
pages, indexed. $7.95.

KAIBAH
By Kay Bennett

More books have been written
about the Navajo Indians than on any
other subject in the West, including
the movie industry. Few have cap-
tured the true spirit of the Navajo
and practically all present the Navajo
through the diffused eyes of the white
man. Now comes a book about the
Navajos written by a full-blooded
Navajo who has lived both on the
reservation and traveled throughout
the world.

Written in simple language, evi-
dently to capture the feelings of her
people, Kay Bennett's Kaibah, Recol-
lection of a Navajo Girlhood, takes
you into the hogan and reveals the
customs, superstitions, ceremonials
and innate dignity of these proud
people. The conflict between their
ancient desire to remain alone and
unmolested and the encroachment of
the white man's civilzation is gra-
phically presented.

Illustrated by the author, the hard-
cover 253-page volume sells for $7.95.

POWERBOATING THE WEST
COAST OF MEXICO
By Spencer Murray and Ralph Poole

From Guaymas to below Puerto
Vallarta the authors traveled along
1500 miles of shoreline in a 21-foot
keel named Peggy Sue III. They talk-
ed to Seri fishermen and Yaqui sol-
diers, battled with storms and landed
in jungle spots that have never known
an automobile nor resounded with
the whir of a motor boat. The book
describes ports, supply points, vil-
lages, docking facilities, customs and
sailing regulations along Mexico's
west coast. It is a complete guide for
boat owners who anticipate a similar
trip as well as for armchair naviga-
tors. Illustrated with exceptional
photos by Mr. Poole. Hardcover, 305
pages, $6.75.

NEW BOOK CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE SOON

Free
Order from

DESERT Magazine
Palm Desert, California 92260

JACK MITCHELL, CAVEMAN

The true story of Jack and Ida, who became

pioneers during the depression and preserved,

for the people of California . . .

"MITCHELL CAVERN STATE PARK."

Price $2.50 plus 25c tax and postage

Cynthia Timberlake
BOX 2063 TORRANCE, CALIF. 90503

CAPE TOWN TO CAIRO
The fantastic adventures of American fami-
lies driving from South Africa to the Medi-
terranean Sea towing self-contained trailers
as homes for the seven-month journey. How
they found food, built roads, tended the sick
and repaired equipment on this incredible
safari. Complete with maps and 60 pictures.
Published by Caxton.

ONLY $6.95
Include 25c for postage and handling.
California residents add 4% sales tax.

Order from
LILLIE B. DOUGLASS
11820 Mayes Drive
Whittier, California

TRAVEL ADVENTURE WITH

Hovering Over Baja...
An extraordinary adventure into unexplored territory
where palm-lined canyons reveal undreamed of surprises.

$6.00

Neighborhood Frontiers...
Without going to far corners of the earth, Erie Stanley
Gardner finds adventure from Puget Sound through desert
country to the Yucatan Peninsula. $5.50

The Desert is Yours...
The author revisits desert country in search of Peg-Leg's
gold, the Lost Arch Mine, rocks, flowers, and serenity.

$7.50

Hunting the Desert Whale...
The hunters, with cameras only, bagged more than a whale
at Baja California's remote, exciting Scammon's Lagoon.

$6.00

The Hidden Heart of Baja...
Here's Gardner's account of Baja's most dramatic and
mysterious archeological discovery to date. $7.50

Books may be ordered from . . .

Magazine Book Department

Palm Desert, California
(Please enclose 25c for handling. California residents add 4% sales tax.)
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Western
River Trips

GRAND CANYON Colorado River
(310 mile run)

May 10-22

CATARACT CANYON, Colorado River

May 3-8
June 13-18

Sept. 4-9

DINOSAUR NATIONAL MONUMENT
Yampa - Green Rivers

May 11-15
May 24-28
June 13-18

June 27-Julyl

Special Memorial Day
Run 3 Days May 29-31

$60.00

LODORE CANYON, Green River
May 23-27

June 27-July 1
July 12-16

Aug. 15-19
Sept. 5-9

DESOLATION CANYON, Green River
June 20-25

COLUMBIA RIVER, B.C., Canada

HELLS CANYON, Snake River

LAKE POWELL Excursion

Aug. 9-14

Aug 22-27

May 24-30
June 13-19
Sept. 4-10

For reservation, information and
brochures, call or write:

Western River Expeditions
1699 East 3350 South, Salt Lake City,

Utah 84106 Phone 484-4006

,AKE POWELL is one of the
West's fastest growing playgrounds.
Nearly 200,000 boaters, campers,
fishermen and sightseers used the
lake last year and, according to Park
Service estimates, nearly double this
number are expected to converge on
Lake Powell in 1965.

There is good reason for Lake
Powell's popularity. Extending 180
miles in northern Arizona and south-
ern Utah, it is surrounded by the
most spectacular desert country in
the West. Among its attractions are
Rainbow Bridge, the largest known
rock span in the world; Escalante
Canyon, with smaller arches and ver-
dant alcoves; and Hole in the Rock,
where Mormon pioneers crossed the
Colorado River nearly a century
ago.

Lake Powell's meandering side
canyons are also legion in number.
The boater with a yen for exploration
and adventure can pick his way
through hundreds of miles of slit-like
gorges—some with the descriptive
names of Twilight Canyon, Dungeon,
Cathedral Canyon, and Hidden Pas-
sage. There is also many a snug cove
or sandy beach along the lakes 1800
miles of shoreline where one can
camp, swim, or water ski in waters
warmed by desert sun. At Lake Pow-
ell the boatman is king, whether he
commands a yacht or a simple kayak.

Trout, largemouth bass and ko-
kanee salmon have been planted in
Lake Powell in the past two years and

their growth is phenomenal. The
largest bass weigh up to five pounds,
while the record trout weighed out
at seven pounds, four ounces. There
are also catfish and rainbow trout
below the dam.

In the next 10 years the National
Park Service and concessionaires will
spend |20 million developing the
shoreline of Lake Powell.

Most of this development, so far,
has been concentrated in the Wah-
weap and Lee's Ferry area, where
roads and accommodations already
exist. At Wahweap, six miles from
the dam in northern Arizona, the
Park Service has built a 112-site camp-
ground and is presently adding some
1200 feet to the main launching ramp
so that it may be used this year. The
concessionaire, Canyon Tours, Inc.,
is also constructing a steel pontoon
dock for public use. The dock will
double the 30-slip capacity of the pre-
sent marina. At Lee's Ferry, 16 miles
below the dam (and 50 miles by
road) a campground with sheltered
sites, a paved road system, and tem-
porary boat launching ramp have
been built by the Park Service.

Sometime this spring a unique
floating complex will be towed up-
lake from Wahweap to Aztec Canyon
where it will be moored temporarily
at a site below Rainbow Bridge Na-
tional Monument. The complex
consists of three large barge - like
floats, surmounted by steel walk-
ways and five house boats. It con-
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tains its own sewage and water puri-
fication systems, power generating
units and will serve as a public dock
and headquarters for park person-
nel. When the water rises sufficiently,
the float will be anchored perman-
ently at the Narrows of Bridge Can-
yon, about a mile and a half from
Rainbow Bridge. This transfer, how-
ever, is not expected to take place
for at least another season, since Lake
Powell will be maintained at its pre-
sent level during this year's run-off
to re-fill Lake Mead.

Between 1903, when Rainbow
Bridge was declared a national monu-
ment, and the beginning of the
construction of Glen Canyon Dam
in 1956, it had been seen by less than
15,000 persons. Last year nearly 6000
hiked to Rainbow Bridge and, in
time, the massive stone span is ex-
pected to be one of the most viewed
attractions of the Lake Powell region.

There are two Lake Powell con-
cessionaires presently operating in
Utah. One of them is at Hall's Cross-
ing, the other at North Wash, near
the now inundated ferry boat cross-
ing at Hite. Hall's Crossing is about
100 miles from the dam by boat and
an equal distance by car, traveling
either from Blanding or Mexican
Hat. The concessionaire is Frank
Wright, an affable boatman known
as the "Dean of the River Runners."
At Hall's Crossing Wright has instal-
led a 4800-foot airstrip, a launching
ramp, and a dock with mooring faci-
lities for a limited number of boats.
Gas and oil, fishing and boat sup-
plies and trailer accommodations are
also available (See DESERT, Sept.
'64).

Hall's Crossing is directly opposite
Bullfrog Basin, a site slated for de-
velopment as a major recreation area.
At Bullfrog, the Park Service has in-
stalled a 1500-foot launching ramp,

Lowest Photo Print Prices
Highest Quality

Dev. & print 8 Jumbo prints
from Kodacolor film __ - $1.78
Dev. & print 12 Jumbo prints
from Kodacolor film $2.42

Dev. & print 12 Jumbo prints and
new roll of Kodacolor film $3.30
Reprints from Kodacolor negs $ .16

Send for price sheets

and envelopes

All other
Photo prices are
comparably low

MARKET BASKET PHOTO CO.
P. 0. Box 370, Yumo, Arizona or

P. O. Box 2830, San Diego, California

ART GREENE

sez —

owdy, partner!

Come try our

oLane l^owell dSoatlna ~Jrdventure&
• a

\ kl< • \
We, the boating pioneers, offer you
exploring, hunting, fishing, hiking,
photography, all watersports, fantastic
side canyons, together with Rainbow
Bridge.

DAILY One-day trips to Rainbow Bridge

LONGER 2-3-5 & 7-day trips on schedule

WRITE for brochure and information

to

CANYON TOURS, INC.
WAHWEAP LODGE & MARINA

P. O. Box 1597 Page, Arizona
Phone 645-2761

a circulatory road system, water sup-
ply system and utilities. A road, ac-
cessible by jeep or pick-up truck, runs
from Hanksville to Bullfrog, a dis-
tance of 60 miles. However, the Bull-
frog site is not expected to be ready
for public use for at least another
year.

If you really want to get away
from the crowd, then patronize the
Hite Marina at North Wash. This
northernmost concession on L a k e
Powell is operated by Gay and Joan
Staveley, a husband and wife team
who, like Frank Wright, are former
river runners. The Hite Marina is

Finest Camper Ever Made!

MACDONALD
'Kit

JUST A FEW HOURS with simple hand

tools and you'll own the finest camper

of its class! Everything is supplied

with easy to follow instructions . . .

anyone can assemble it!

FACTORY ASSEMBLED CAMPERS AVAILABLE

LOOK AT THESE AMAZING FEATURES:

Welded Steel Tubing Frame • Extra
Large Windows • Large Rear Door
with Door Support, Chrome Lock •
Durable Chrome Hardware • Extra
Heavy Scored Aluminum for Extra
Strength • Complete Unit, Extra
light • All Screws, Bolts, Molding.

• m » » a M A I L COUPON NOWI « • • • • • • • •

MACDONAID CAMPER KIT CO. Gl 2-5301, CU 3-5201
11015 E. Rush St., El Mont*

Please send me free information and brochure on
the Camper Kit. DM5

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY _ ..ZONE-PHONE..
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YOUR OWN ARCTIC
EXPEDITION !

No one, who has not experienced it, can
really appreciate the wondrous Arctic mid-
summer days and nights.
For 1025 miles down the magnificent Mac-
kenzie River—plus 310 water miles across
the Arctic Circle-in JUL.-AUG. 1964-we
generally wore the same type clothing one
uses in the mild So. Cal. winter climate. We
were shooting Kodachromes in the Eskimo
village of Tuk-to-yak-tuk, and while flying
over miles and miles of ice floes, in shirt
sleeve weather at 68° F.
Bring your own boat.
Bring your own family.
Bring your own everything.
We will guide you for 32 days, 1025 miles,
per family boat, for $100.
This is a private venture—our first flotilla
run in 27 years—but, with special encour-
agement and assistance from the Canadian
Government.

Come, join one of the boating trips of your
lifetime. You may also join as an "Al l-
expense" guest for $850, no U.S. tax.

Larabee and Aleson
Western River Tours

TEASDALE, UTAH

RECAPTURE
the fun of adventure in the Red Rock
Country . . . beauty and serenity in
Indian Country. See article on Page 14.

I
the excitement of geolo-
gy in textbook country

. . . the paradox of river running in
desert country.
Nightly slide show and social hour in
lobby •— Automatic laundry •— Play-
grounds — Family rooms — Kitchen-
ettes — Camp sites.

TOURS OF
THE BIG COUNTRY to:

Poncho House
(Major Anasazi cliff dwelling)

Recapture Canyon
(nearby, yet remote—ruins, weird
rock formations, uranium diggings)
Muley Point Overlook
(Panorama of Goosenecks and Mon-
ument Valley)
Pioneer Mormon Trail of 1880

Franchisee! to conduct tours any-
where in San Juan and Grand

Counties

RECAPTURE
POCKET BREAKFAST

Instant leisure for the hurried traveler!
Three-hour tour featuring hearty out-
door breakfast in the cool quiet of a
desert morning. Perfect for relaxed
family outing. Nature's sandpiles for
little people; right light for camera
fans.

Breakfast Tour:
Adults $5.00 Children Half-Price

Minimum $15.00

St. Christopher's Mission
Suspended Foot-Bridge

Ken Ross's Exciting One-Day River
Trip on the San Juan

RECAPTURE COURT MOTEL
Gene and Mary Foushee

Historic Bluff, Utah
P.S. Everything for the traveler

MOCCASINS
Wesiefin

COWBOY BOOTS

Located in"The Center", long a Palm Springs landmark (across from the Desert Inn), the Grone's
MOCCASIN SHOP offers over 100 choices for foot comfort. Moccasins with beautiful bead work,
velvety-soft imported deerskin, rugged rawhide, durable full-grain cowhide—Some for riding,
some for flying, all for just plain walking comfort. Look for us on your next desert trip.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

MOCCASIN SHOP
174 NORTH PALM CANYON DRIVE

PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA PHONE 325-6425

about 180 miles from the dam and
45 miles up-lake from Hall's Cross-
ing. By automobile, it is 45 miles
from Hanksville, and 85 miles from
Mexican Hat via Utah Highway 95.
Groceries, boating and fishing sup-
plies and trailer accommodations are
available here, as they are at Hall's
Crossing.

Roads leading to the Hite Marina
and Hall's Crossing are not paved all
the way but they can easily be tra-
versed by passenger car, although
summer rains sometimes create ruts
and washboard areas. They also em-
phasize Utah's problem regarding
Lake Powell—that is, a lack of access
to the middle and upper reaches of
the reservoir. Three bridges, costing
some $3 million are now being built
across the Dirty Devil and Colorado
Rivers above Hite and across North
Wash. While these bridges will eli-
minate the ferry—which will operate
for the last time this year—they will
lead nowhere, as they will connect
with existing Utah 95, a semi-primi-

tive gravel road that spans the south-
central portion of the state. It is esti-
mated that an additional $13 million
will be needed to bring Highway 95
to standard. The project could take
10 years.

Another Utah road leading to Lake
Powell, known only to afficionados
of the back country, parallels the Kai-
parowitz Plateau 70 miles between
the town of Escalante and Hole in
(the Rock, where Mormon settlers
made their historic crossing. From
the rim, overlooking the lake, you
climb 800 feet through a narrow,
rock-filled slot, to reach the shore-
line, however. Then there's a fifth
county road built that enters the
National Recreation Area at Warm
Creek, a few miles north of the Wah-
weap site.

Studies are under way to deter-
mine the best access to Lake Powell,
although the isolated and rugged
character of the land will preclude
anything but a costly and long range
program of road construction. / / /

'e [finest **>,£>-

CHILEAN MESQUITE
(Prosopis Chilensis)

Only $4.00

Long Lived • Fast Growing • Evergreen Leaves Year 'Round • Transplant Year 'Round, Best

In Winter • Leaves Never Drop • Container Grown • Deep Rooted • Impervious to Disease.

3 to 4 Foot Trees Only $4.00—Up to 7 Feet 50 cents per foot additional

SPECIAL PRICES IN LARGE QUANTITIES

LEO BAUMSTARK, 37974 Vineland Avenue, Cherry Valley, California 92223
Area Code 714 BEAUMONT 845-1936

(Located 3 miles north of Beaumont, Calif, on Beaumont Avenue,
just off the San Bernardino Freeway.)

(F.O.B. Beaumont, Small Mail Shipping Charge)
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Report on New National Paris
By the Director of the
Utah Tourist and Publicity Council

UTAH'S CANYONLANDS
by Jim Cannon

" T T
\^J TAH HAS more sculptured

earth per square mile than any other
state or province on earth."

That was the expression of an en-
thusiastic Utah visitor after he recent-
ly traveled over the state. Similar
opinions have been expressed by emi-
nent geologists who have studied the
physiographic features of Utah, and
especially the scarred, eroded south-
eastern sector.

The federal government recently
paid particular attention to part of
this beautiful wilderness by designat-
ing 257,640 acres as Canyonlands Na-
tional Park with a center point of
the confluence of the Green and
Colorado Rivers, and bordered on
the north by Dead Horse Point State
Park, and on the south by the great
new Glen Canyon Recreation Area.
In between, within the national park
boundaries, lie the Needles, Land of
the Standing Rocks, Grandview Point
and Upheaval Dome, and thousands
of sculptured masterpieces of multi-
colored sandstone.

South and east of the junction of
the two canyon-cutting rivers (the
Green and the Colorado) the new
park includes the 55,000 acre area
dubbed The Needles, a region in
which meadowlands and natural
"parks" are shadowed by monumental
rock spires and pinnacles carved into
odd, multi-colored forms by eons of
erosion. Just west of the confluence
of the rivers is a 25,000 acre maze lo-
cally known as "The Land of Stand-
ing Rocks." Here, only partially ex-
plored, and inaccessible except by
horseback or four-wheel drive ve-
hicles, fantastic rock "fins" rear nearly
1000 feet high, standing in soldier-
like ranks.

On the north, Canyonlands Na-
tional Park includes plateaus and
mesas rising over 7,800 feet above sea
level, and the low-lying basin lands
at the water's edge of the two cliff-
rimmed rivers. Above the confluence
are Grandview Point with vistas
comparable to those seen by millions
at Grand Canyon; Upheaval Dome,

Wad Wildlatni

TAG-A-LONG
TOURS

OPENING THE WEST'S NEWEST
SCENIC WONDERLAND WITH
COMFORTABLE FOUR- WHEEL

DRIVE STATION WAGONS.
—Completely Air Conditioned—

Now furnishing a variety of tour-
guide services into the fabulous
Canyonlands of Southeastern Utah,
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Grand, San Juan, Emery, Wayne,
Garfield and Kane Counties

and

CANYONLANDS
NATIONAL PARK

ANGEL ARCH
Arch Opening is 190' High and 163' Wide

TWO DAILY TRIPS
HORSEBACK TRIPS

CAMPING TRIPS
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FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, FILL OUT
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TAG-A-LONG TOURS
156 North First West

Moab, Utah
Phone: Area Code 801, 253-4346

Send Tag-A-Long Trips Information to:

Name

Address

City , ,
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SLEEPING RAINBOW
GUEST RANCH

AND TOURS, INC.
can give you a choice of 12 one-day
jeep trips to see and photograph an

amazing variety of treasures!
Multi-hued Stone Cathedrals

Flowering Deserts
Fantastic "Goblins"
Awesome Canyons
Petrified Forests
Enchanting Skies

Vast Panorama of our
New CANYONLANDS

NATIONAL PARK
Travel remote uranium trails—Find
intriguing rocks and fossils—Cast off
tensions—Relax and rejoice in out-
door splendor. Our own garden vege-
tables and pure spring water. See
DESERT Magazine: March '61, April
'62, April '63.

WRITE FOR FOLDERS
For reservations, overnight or

longer, write or phone:

Sleeping Rainbow Guest Ranch
adjoining

CAPTITOL REEF
NATIONAL MONUMENT
P. O. Box 93, Torrey, Utah
LURT and ALICE KNEE

Owners and Operators
Tel. Monticello, Utah JL7-1167

Alt This in the
Land of The Sleeping Rainbow

labeled "the outstanding geologic
feature of the canyon country;"
Monument Basin, a 4,720 acre region
of pinnacles and monoliths; High
Mesa, a 1,280 acre "island in the sky;"
and The Neck, a 640 acre connection
between two escarpments barely wide
enough for a road—with a 2000-foot
deep gorge on either side.

Gazing at the surrounding country
from the Dead Horse Point State
Park shelter just outside the federal
boundaries, or peering from the rim-
rock of Grandview Point, the visitor
glimpses scenery of a sort found no-
where else in the nation, although
the view is often compared with that
at Grand Canyon. From Canyon-
land overlooks, the Green and Color-
ado Rivers are silver ribbons cutting
nearly a half-mile deep through
benchlands and inner gorges. South
and west across the rivers the Needles
and Land of Standing Rocks rise in
sharp relief. Farther off to the south,
the broad hump of Abajo Mountains
provides another major landmark;
to the northeast the red rock forma-
tions surrounding Moab and Arches
National Monument contrast sharply
with the snow-tipped peaks of the
13,000-ft. high La Sal Mountains.
The National Park Service plans per-
petual preservation of the wilderness
character of the western part of Can-

dngd Arch wait imcKscourrerf untt'f
1955.

• •

THE FAMILY VEHICLE FOR YEAR-ROUND FUN!

Exclusive Sliding Canopy Top
Only Pullman Camper features this exclusive and patented Canopy Top which adds 36 square
feet of area and can be completely enclosed wilh special fitted curtains. It takes only a
minute to unsnap the tension latches and roll out on rugged nylon rollers. Guaranteed not
to rattle. IN THE TREELESS DESERT AREAS WHERE SHADE MEANS LIFE YOU ARE SAFE
AND COMFORTABLE WITH THE PATENTED PULLMAN CANOPY.

Other Pullman Features
STRONG LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION. Tubular aluminum framework provides greater
strength yet reduces over-all weight and gas costs. Safety glass in all stationary windows.
LOADING MADE EASY. Extra-wide four-foot rear door.

SPACE SAVING. Door table cabinet provides storage space and doubles as table or work area.
CLEAN, DRY INTERIOR. Water-tight and dust proof Neoprene gaskets around all windows,
doors and underside.

Prices Star* at Only $375.00

VISIT OUR MODERN PLANT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF, OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE TO
PULLMAN CAMPERS, DEPT. DM, 8211 PHLOX ST., DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE TOpaz 2-7968 or SPruce 3-5686.

yonlands, but is working now on bet-
ter road access to the park on the
north and south.

Visitors in 1965 can reach some
park areas in their passenger cars. On
the north, Island in the Sky (Grand-
view Point) is accessible over about
18 miles of unpaved, graded dirt
road extending south from the Dead
Horse Point turnoff (the remaining
15 miles of this access road, between
U.S. 160 and the turnoff, will be
hard-surfaced by summer). Or more
adventurous drivers can take paved
State 279 from Moab to the Texas1

Gulf potash mine on the Colorado
River, continuing from there. on a
graded dirt road that winds along
the White Rim below Dead Horse
Point and eventually switchbacks up
the vertical Orange Cliffs via Shafer
Trail to a junction with the Grand-
view Point Road.

In the southern sector, from U. S.
160 at Church Rock (15 miles north
of Monticello), you can enter Can-
yonlands with a bonus side-of-the-
road view of Newspaper Rock State
Park where hundreds of 1000-year-old
petroglyphs and pictographs decor-
ate a sheet of sandstone. From there
the road leads on down Indian Creek
Canyon, past the old Dugout Ranch
and Sixshooter Peaks to Squaw Flat,
about 40 miles from the main high-
way. Though dusty, the road to here
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is passable for ordinary cars. Squaw
Flat affords an excellent closeup view
of the Needles-Salt Creek-Junction
country in panorama, but from there
on the roads are strictly lor jeeps, trail
scooters, or hikers.

Deeper in the back country lie such
features as Angel Arch, a sandstone
"bridge" carved by wind and water,
guarded by a figure resembling an
angel with folded wings. This region
is so wild and inaccessible that Angel
Arch and other impressive scenic and
geologic leatures were only discovered
and named in 1955.

Portions of the new park can be
safely entered by boat—it being feas-
ible to bring small powered craft
down Green River from the town of
Green River, Utah, or along the
Colorado from Moab, to the conflu-
ence of the streams. However, Cata-
ract Canyon, just below the junction
of the Colorado and its major tribu-
tary, bars safe river access to the lower
portion of the park except by river
craft handled by expert boatmen and
guides.

With establishment of Canyon-
lands, unique Utah joins California
as the only state in the union with
more than two national parks. / / /

SCENIC TOURS
HISTORIC MINING AND

GHOST TOWNS OF
OWENS VALLEY

LONE PINE, CALIF.
TRIP ONE 11 Hours

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
$22.50 person, minimum 3 fares

TRIP TWO 5 Hours
Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday

$12.50 person, minimum 3 fares.

TRIP THREE 5 Hours
Tuesday, Thursday,
Saturday, Sunday

$8.50 person, minimum 3 fares.

Special Rates to groups of 15 or
more on all trips.

Charter Service Available

Write for detailed information on
these and other trips

CHUCK AND EVA WHITNEY
Owners

Phone: TRipoly 6-3451 or TRipoly 6-2281
P. O. Box 327

LONE PINE, CALIFORNIA

.

Spectacular
Land of the
Standing up Country

Caipnkiiids National Park
America's Newest

Utah's Largest

Glen Canyon Nat'l Recreation Area

Lake Powell, new 186-mile long
man-made lake

Monument Valley

Goosenecks — Natural Bridges

Hovenweep Nat'l Monument

Hatch Point Overlook

Valley of The Gods

10 Vacations in One!
1. Camping (abundant)

2. Hunting

3. Hiking

4. Rock Hunting

5. Jeeping

6. Boating

7. Fishing

8. Water Skiing

9. Moki Exploring

10. Plain Relaxing (Great!!)

We think our free color brochure will
prove our statements.

Write for your copy now!

San Juan County Tourist Council

Box 425, Monticello, Utah 84535

Name

Address

City State Zip code
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Grand Canyon
River Trips

* * * *
Operators of ALL

Wild Rivers in the West

30 Years Experience

* * * *

Write to:

HATCH RIVER
EXPEDITIONS, INC

1278 DRIGGS AVE.,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

or
411 E. SECOND NORTH

VERNAL, UTAH

Wilderness
Expeditions

BOATING
• CATARACT CANYON
• DESOLATION CANYON
• SALMON RIVER
• YUKON RIVER
• MISSOURI RIVER

HIKING
• ESCALANTE CANYON
• KANAB CANYON
• DIRTY DEVIL RIVER
• ZION NARROWS

PACKING
• ESCALANTE CANYON

• KAIPAROWITS PLATEAU

Send for our
Expedition Literature

Wonderland Expeditions
KEN SLEIGHT, GUIDE

ESCALANTE, UTAH

by Lynn and Willis Kinnear

IT NEVER FAILS to happen . . .
When, on a vacation trip, all points

of interest are meticulously visited,
surrounding areas gone over with a
fine tooth comb, then, later, you find
out the comb had teeth missing!

Several years ago this happened to
us. After a number of days spent
exploring the country around Tuba
City, Arizona, we moved on to Moab,
Utah. No sooner had we slid into
town, than someone asked us, "Did
you see Coal Mine Canyon?" Meekly
we replied we had not, and then sat
quiety while we heard of its unique
beauty and interest.

The only redeeming feature about
a situation like this is that it presents
a valid excuse for a return visit—this
we finally accomplished last summer.
Before reaching Tuba City we stopped
for gasoline and requested directions
to Coal Mine Canyon.

"Do you know about the ghost of
the canyon?" we were asked. Our in-
formant knew no details, but sug-
gested we inquire in Tuba City. He
advised us not to ask the Indians,
however, believing they would be re-
luctant to talk about it. Intrigued,
we boldly headed for the Navajo
Police Headquarters in Tuba City.

The officer we spoke to turned out
to be the most talkative person we'd
encountered in a long time so, in
spite of the fact he was a Navajo, we
asked about the ghost. Glancing at
the calendar, he suggested we return
in about a week. That would be the

time of the full moon when the ghost
appears, usually about 8:30 at night.
There would be no missing it, he
assured us. Rising from the depths
of a canyon tributary, its large, lu-
minous figure would gradually in-
crease in size, moving back and forth
in a wraithlike dance until it van-
ished into the dark.

There is no explanation for the
phenomenon, he explained, although
three possible causes have been ad-
vanced. One is that the full moon's
light bounces off the startling white
portions of canyon walls. Another is
that a fluorescent property in the
rock shows up unusually well with
the full moon.

The third, and most fascinating
explanation, lies in a legend. In the
far past a squaw is said to have flung
herself over the cliff for a timeless
reason—trouble with a man. Then,
for another timeless reason, her ghost
returns with each full moon to haunt
her former abode, in way of having
the last word.

When we headed for Coal Mine
Canyon, it was bright daylight. Not
that we were wary of seeing ghosts,
but a week's wait was a bit too long.
After a short drive, we reached the
canyon rim. Near the parking area,
we noticed an enclosed tower which
covered an abandoned mine shaft.
All the coal was not at the bottom of
the closed shaft, however, as a thin
black band dramatically accented the
vivid canyon walls.
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Considerable archenlnginl wnri
has been accomplished in this region
and, in addition to uncovering an-
cient villages and artifacts, it has
been discovered here that coal was
used by aborigines of the prehistoric
Southwest who occupied this area be-
tween 860 and 1250 A.D. The use of
coal during this period far antedates
its general use in Europe. In fact,
in England as late as 1200, coal was
somewhat of a novelty and curiosity.

That coal was used by early In-
dians to fire pottery is attested to by
the finding of partly fired pots still
sitting on a partially burned bed of
coal. But its use extended far beyond
that, as over 100,000 tons of coal were
mined in the entire mesa area.

Coal Mine Canyon will long remain
in our memories. The ghost we did
not get to see, with either its scientific
or legendary explanation, but the in-
tricate tracery of the canyon's wea-
ther-carved walls and its wildly col-
ored spires have left an indelible im-
pression of Nature at work. Its al-
most impossible blending of colors
surpasses even the most radiant of
rainbows. But most of all, we cherish
a strange new vision—one of snug In-
dian iamiles enjoying the warmth of
a hearth in desert country where fire-
building wood is hard to find. / / /

SINCE 1931"

Ifltbile time
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HARRY GOULDING'S
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VALLEY TOURS
Comfortable 4-wheel drive motorized tours specializ-
ing in photographic sightseeing are conducted daily.
Our guides speak Navajo and show you the Indians
weaving, tending their sheep and riding their color-
ful pinto ponies. Daily tours are timed so you will
get the right color at the right place for photography.
Visitors are taken to hidden valleys within the Valley,
to fantastic natural bridges and cliff dwellings, and to
the most isolated places in Navajoland.

IN THE HEART OF MONUMENT VALLEY
Goulding's Lodge is equipped to serve the most fas-
tidious traveler. There are available ultra-modern
cottages, refrigeration-cooled, radiant-heated, exqui-
sitely furnished with private bathrooms, showers and
baths, plus comfortable auxiliary accommodations to
care for overflow guests. Dining room facilities are
excellent. American Plan. Ranch Style meals.

From the balcony of your room watch the sun rise
and set as it creates fantastic colors on the Valley's
weird formations.

SOUTHERN UTAH HEADQUARTERS
Located on Highway 47, Gouldings and Monument
Valley are on the Arizona-Utah border, 170 miles
north of Flagstaff and 23 miles each from Mexican
Hat and Kayenta. For colorful brochure, or reserva-
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GOULDING'S LODGE
Box A-3, Kayenta, Arizona

Telephone JL7-1172, Car 72, thru Monticello, Utah
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Who built these ruins?
Who were the people?
Why did they go?

UT WHO were the Moki?"
That cry rang out time and again
from the members of the party ac-
companying Secretary of the Interior
Udall when he and other dignitaries
explored the Canyonlands National
Park area back in 1961.

Over 600-year-old cliff dwellings,
surface ruins, and pictographs of the
area prompted the question almost as
a chorus, because genial Bates Wilson,
leader of the group, (now superinten-
dent of the new Canyonlands Nation-
al Park) referred to the "Moki" as
the prehistoric builders, inhabitants,
and artisans of the region. That
should have been sufficient, but it
wasn't enough for the fact-hungry
press who were tagging along. They
insisted on knowing if "Moki" re-
ferred to the pottery, the cliff dwel-
lings, or the past people; and if to
the people, what kind were they?
Where had they come from and how
could they be defined?

The question couldn't be satisfac-
torily answered because technically
there were no such people or culture.
The term "Moki" spelled anyway you
like, has erroneously come into usage
in southern Utah for everything re-
lating to the prehistoric pueblo build-
ers. To some they were pygmies, as
indicated by the tiny rooms. To
others they were warriors who lived
in fortress-like stone houses. My wife

THE MOKI MYTH
by Gene Fouskee

thinks they were key-shaped people
to fit through the keyhole-shaped
doorways!

There is the word Moqui, an op-
probrious term used by the Zuni for
the Hopi pueblo people of northern
Arizona. Inasmuch as the early Span-
ish explorers and conquerors were
unable to defeat the Hopi villages, no
doubt they were delighted to use the
derogatory term for Hopi people.
However a similar word Mookwi
seems to have been an acceptable
native Hopi tribal name which they
called themselves. Another Ute word
for the Hopis was Mowwits, but that
also carried the derogatory connota-
tion of the "deadhead ones." In our
area today, Ute Indians call the pre-
historic ruins "Moki houses," mean-
ing Hopi houses. Without bogging
down more in the orthography of
"Moki," suffice it to say that the word
referred to the Hopi village people,
either as their correct name, as some
evidence indicates, or as an oppro-
brious term for them. And as we
might guess, the Hopis were pleased
when late in the 19th century the
anthropologists abandoned the earli-
er terms for the word Hopi. This was
short for Hopituh Shinumo, "the
peaceful people," the name by which
they were said to call themselves.

All of this has told us who the
"Moki" were not, but who were they?

The Navajo people have a melodious
name for the prehistoric pueblo
builders. It is "Anasazi" (Anna Sah-
zee) meaning "the ancient ones."
Anthropologists have adopted this
Navajo name for the ancient apart-
ment-house-dwelling farmers who de-
parted from this Four Corners coun-
try about 1300 A.D.

Now with the proper name estab-
lished, briefly, who were the Anasazi,
and where had they come from? Here
is a quote by Dr. Jesse Jennings from
Indians of Utah Past and Present,
"Scientific opinion is unanimous that
the Indian is an immigrant to North
America from Asia. Small groups
came overland from Asia by way of
the Bering Straits or some other land
bridge and fanned out over both
North America and South America at
a time when the sea level was lower
than now because of the vast amounts
of water locked up in the glacial ice
fields of 10,000 to 15,000 years ago."

Thousands of years passed with
small bands living, foraging for food,
and barely eking out an existence.
With the introduction of corn, squash
and beans from Mexico sometime be-
fore 300 A.D. and the knowledge of
how to raise them, the stage was
finally set in the Four Corners coun-
try for the development of towns,
organization, and religion; in short,
the dramatic Anasazi culture. So
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essentially the Anasazi people of
southeast Utah lived there between
300 A.D. and 1300 A.D.

Cultural centers developed and ex-
erted influence on the surrounding
rural areas; although the people and
culture were basically the same
throughout the Four Corners area
and large portions of Arizona and
New Mexico. Southeast Utah was
most closely related to the Mesa
Verde cultural center. Judging from
the high density of pueblo ruins in
the Bluff area of the San Juan River
valley, population appears to have
been far greater in Anasazi times
than today. Within the town of Bluff
there are at least five sets af Anasazi
pueblo ruins, both surface and cliff
dwellings. Up Cottonwood Wash and
out toward St. Christopher's Mission
there are remnants of cliff dwellings
all the way. And, incidentally, "cliff
dwellers" were the same people as
those who built pueblos in the open.
The classic surface pueblos of Hoven-
weep National Monument are be-
lieved to have been built by Anasazi
people who moved from Mesa Verde.
As the population grew it was neces-
sary to move to new locations, due
to the limited farming areas sur-
rounding the pueblos.

The use of the word "farming"
can only be totally misleading when
compared with modern ideas of farm-
ing. This Four Corners country was
as arid then as it is today. Two factors
made it possible for them to grow
enough corn, beans, and squash, not
just to survive, but to develop and
sustain an impressive culture.

First, before the Spaniards came
to the Southwest, bringing livestock
which stripped and is continuing to
strip the range of its natural protec-
tive cover of grass and brush, meager
rains were trapped and held in the
ground to create a true watershed
and sustain more permanent springs
and streams. Today most of the over-
grazed Southwest is characterized by
steep-sided dry washes which rage
with flood waters following rain-
storms.

Evolving as farmers, the Anasazi
were keenly aware of the importance
of moisture to their crops; therefore
they carefully watched where the
moisture was, and there they would
plant all the seeds that would grow.
Usually their farming would turn
out to be in small patches, taking
maximum advantage of all the rain
that fell. Sometimes they used more
sophisticated methods of diking, ter-
racing, and flooding to better utilize
the water. And to prove that these
methods of farming could actually

work, the Hopi village people are
using them successfully today in
northern Arizona I

If everything were so hunky-dory
for the Anasazi, with their stone
houses, smoke-shops (kivas) for the
men, gardening and pottery-making
for the women, dog and turkey pets
for the kiddies, then why did they
abandon our gorgeous red rock can-
yon country? Anthropologists tell us
that a drought began in 1276 and
continued until 1299. No doubt this
was a major factor, but there were
probably others that fostered social
unrest, malnutrition, shorter growing
seasons and worn-out soil. Marauding
Navajos and Apaches no doubt con-
tributed, too. In any event, by 1300
A.D. the Anasazi people, with their
high and complex culture had aban-
doned the Four Corners country.

So out of the desert grew a people
who without metal tools built stone
houses which grace the canyon coun-
try these 600 years later. Their picto-
graphs cut into the canyon walls are
still visible. Five miles down the San
Juan River from Bluff (most easily
seen on a one-day river trip) is a
cliff covered with six-foot high cere-
monial figures, the best example seen
in the Four Corners.

But the white man of today, the
Sunday - afternoon digger, can do
more damage to the Anasazi sites than
600 years of nature. In most areas of
the Southwest the prehistoric ruins
are legally protected by an Antiq-
uities Law which forbids digging and
otherwise disturbing or damaging
ancient remains on public lands.
This law is administered through
the Bureau of Land Management.
Inasmuch as the B.L.M. cannot be
all places at all times, the responsi-
bility of protection of the dramatic
prehistoric ruins falls to each of us
who thrills at seeing the evidence of
the Anasazi, and who likes to think
that his descendents 600 years from
now may continue to enjoy these
legacies left by "the ancient ones."

/ / /
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Explorer's map printed in San Francsico in 1874.

CYNIC ONCE told me that the
relationship of history to legend is
precisely that of a married man to a
bachelor—purely a matter of mother-
in-law. The two men are just alike,
but the married man has to prove
where he's been!

Along the insecure borderland
where history o v e r l a p s legend,
stretches the golden trail of Elder
Ezekial. Parts of the trail shine with
solid fact, some sections are muddled
by retelling, the rest is dimmed with
the dust of a dozen decades.

Enough people in the old days saw
and handled those large, wonderful
pieces of deep rose quartz with paisley
patterns of gaudy gold to rule out any
question of the bonanza's existence.
We can pinpoint the trail on both
sides of the money country, but the
exact route of the Elder and his party
when they discovered the lode remains
to be mapped by a lucky finder.

I heard one version of the story
from my friend Gene Stoddart—"the
white Indian" of Ely, Nevada—when
we were out hunting an abandoned
stage coach reportedly seen by deer

hunters. Two other sources must re-
main anonymous, and the rest comes
from two old letters written during
the days of Nevada boom camps,
which are in the collection of a
wealthy California couple.

These letters were written about
three months apart to a Mr. Johnson,
a businessman of Eberhardt, Nevada,
who was probably the same man who
ended the local boom town "two-bit
era" by introducing dimes into an
economy whose smallest coin had, un-
til then, been quarters. Forever after
he was known as "10c Johnson." The
letters concern arrangements to pay
for a mouse-colored riding mule "of
good gait, and a disposition fathered
by Satan himself." The mule was
bought for a prospecting trip to look
for the ledge "as rich as King Solo-
mon's mine that was found to the
east of here by the Mormon and his
wives some 16 years ago." The writer
goes on to say, "I have joined a co. of
three other stout fellows, we are well
armed and mounted and of sanguine
spirits; for Mr. Bradclaw ( or Brad-

The brand of boom camps still marks
the land. Ruin was bank in Hamil-
ton, Nevada. Charcoal oven in Dia-
mond Mountains is in the search area.

shaw) has a large piece of the ore
and directions direct from the trader
who delt (sic) with the Mormon."
How good those directions are, re-
mains to be seen.

Here, then, is the patchwork jour-
nal of the Elder's tragic journey. Per-
sonal names of the Elder's household
have been changed for obvious rea-
sons, but route records are as accur-
ate as I could work them out.

In the spring of 1858 or 1859 Elder
Ezekial departed hurriedly from his
holdings near Lehi, Utah, headed
past the present town of Grantsville
and out across the Salt Desert on a
beeline for the well - known spring
below Pilot Peak north of Wendover.
Some say his ultimate destination was
simply California; others say it was
Genoa, the Mormon station at the
eastern foot of the Sierras.

The reason for his haste is obscure.
This was during the time of the
schisms in the Church and that may
have been the cause. The Elder's party
consisted of two wives (some say
three) and two helpers: a half-grown
Mexican aprentice named Emanuel
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or Manuel, and an older employee
known simply ae Joel. Ezckial's first
wife was Hannah, the second Judith;
I don't know the name of the third
wife, if there was one.

In their haste, they took only es-
sentials, but they did seem to be well
supplied with powder and shot, and
had a string of good animals. My
Utah friend said they started out in
two light wagons, but the letters in-
dicate they were reduced to "hoof
and horseback" when they finally
met the trader northeast of Austin
(north central Nevada).

Several days were spent camped at
the sweet spring below Pilot Peak to
rest and graze the stock, after the
arduous crossing of the bitter white
Salt Desert. Then the group headed
south, skirting the western edge of
the salt flats.

Just before sundown, on the third
day from the springs, they were hit
by a small war party of Goshute In-
dians. Armed with bows, lances and
a few old black powder smooth bores,
the Indians figured the little bunch
of whites for a pushover, but the
pushover turned into a hornet's nest.
The women were dexterous in re-
loading, the men good shots, and the
Elder fought like he preached—with
fervor. Before the Indians were re-
pulsed, however, one wild buck fired
an arrow into Judith's neck, killing
her instantly. Then followed a long,
terrible night of fear and waiting until
dawn, when the Indians left, taking
their dead—and several of the Elder's
horses.

Judith was wrapped in a blanket
and buried in a shallow grave. With
no way or time to make a suitable
marker, they set up a greenish rock for
a headstone and scratched with a
knife an epitaph into her pewter
plate which read, "Judith, b'lvd. wife
of Ezekial—." This was buried with
her cup, beneath the headstone.

After Judith was buried, the Elder
took his frightened little group "as
straight W.S.W. as the rough moun-
tains permitted them." Their progress
was slow, as they were understandably
wary of another Goshute ambush.
The morning of the second day they
"came to a fine warm spring, with
good graze close by" where they re-
freshed themselves and the horses
and held prayer services.

The night of the third or fifth day
(stories differ) they camped beneath
an overhang on a bench-like flat
"some distance above the valley floor,
where there was a little water." With
their backs to the rock, they felt
secure against assault, but they were
wrong.

At dawn came another screaming

attack by a small war party and it was
Lluody, wild and brief. Most casual-
ties were Indian, however, as mo-
ments before the charge occured, a
horse whinnied and alerted the El-
der's party. Mormon guns proved to
be "bad medicine" for the Indians
and they took off fast.

The attack was seemingly over
when a sudden shower of cobbles
from the rocks above crushed the
skull of the boy Emanuel. His killer
fell beside him, a lead slug in his en-
trails, and was finished off with a
gun butt.

When the Elder was sure his at-
tackers were gone, he buried Eman-
uel in the nearest soft ground. Eze-
kial and Hannah dug the grave with-
out help as Joel had been wounded
in the groin by a ricocheting arrow.
It was then, while digging the grave,
that the Elder found the ore. He ap-
parently knew its value, for he put a
number of large pieces in his saddle
bags. In view of his limited tools,
the ore was probably float, washed
down to the bench from a higher
ledge.

All sources attest to its richness
and both my Utah friend and the let-
ters indicate it was dark red rose
quartz splattered with gold, like the
pattern of a paisley shawl.

At the wagons, the Elder
some of the ore for flour, a small
firkin of lard, sugar, camphor for
Joel and gunpowder. The Elder's
party visited with the trader a little,
told of their tragic journey and
warned of the Indians. Then the
Elder headed his little band west-
ward into the mute shadows of time.

I can't guarantee that you'll have
any better luck than I did as far
as gold is concerned, but you might
find one of the wood-ceramic-iron
"hook" insulators from the old tele-
graph line that are becoming col-
lector's items. Nevada State Senator
G. F. "Casey" Fisher of Ely present-
ed me with one from his collection,
which is now on display in the DES-
ERT Magazine office. Also, I don't
know of a more scenic, interesting
country or better potential pros-
pecting area than this. Years after
Elder Ezekial passed that way, a little
to the south — near Hamilton — old
timers hacked $3,000,000 of silver and
gold from a single hole 70x40x25 feet;
and the following spring, two indigent
prospectors tore down their winter
"dug-out" home because its rock
walls were worth $75,000.

As far as incentive is concerned,
that's good enough for me! / / /

SAVES WHEN YOU PLAY TOO!
When the work's done and it's time for fun —put a
Camper on your versatile DATSUN Pickup and head for
the high country. There's nothing like DATSUN for per-
formance, economy and rugged dependability. Delivers
with 4-speed stick shift, big 6' bed, WSW tires, heater,
vinyl interior and torsion-bar suspension. TAKE IT TO
TASK AT YOUR DEALER!

del. pickup only
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available locally.

*plus lie. tax, D.&H.
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THE POKE AND POSEY WARS
BY CHARLES KCLLY

• RIGHAM YOUNG believed it
was cheaper to feed the Indians than
to fight them, but the Ute Indians of
San Juan County, particularly a pair
known as Poke and Posey, did not
appreciate this policy. They figured
the country belonged to them, horses,
sheep or cattle found on the land be-
longed to them and that settlers were
stealing water and grass from their
hunting ranges. This led to trouble.

One Mormon Bishop stated that a
white man was killed by the Indians
every year for 40 years, and he is no
doubt correct. Settlers at Bluff grazed
their herds on a virgin range and
they multiplied rapidly. Whenever
Indians grew hungry, they killed a
beef rather than hunt deer. They
stole horses and cut fences to pasture
their ponies on the white mens' gar-
dens. Mormon settlers put up with
this situation for 35 years.

Then the boom fell and two of the
last Indian wars of the wild West
occured in San Juan County. The
final one, the Posey war of 1923, is
well-known, but one that preceded it,
the Poke War of 1915, is here record-
ed for the first time.

Posey was about 42 years old and
Poke was 10 years older. Posey was
married to Poke's young and very
beautiful sister. Poke had a grown
son, Tse-ne-gat, who had not one re-
deeming feature; he was all bad and
a constant trouble maker. During the
summer the Indians lived in various
locations in the canyons of the high
country, Allen's Canyon being one
of their favorite haunts. They had no
reservation and no individual hold-
ings. During winter they moved down
to San Juan River. After Bluff was
settled, they made their winter home
near the mouth of Cottonwood Wash,
a short distance downstream from
Bluff.

In February 1915, Poke's son, Tse-
ne-gat, killed a Mexican sheepherder
named Jose Chacon and appropria-
ated his savings of $300, his camp
equipment and supplies. At that, the
settlers determined to put an end to
Tse-ne-gat's outrages so they sent for
Aquilla Nebeker, U. S. Marshal in
Salt Lake City.

Nebeker was a typical old time
U. S. marshal, weighed about 300
pounds, wore a handlebar moustache,

and didn't like to ride a horse. He
went to Blanding and, except on one
occasion, conducted his operations
over the new telephone line. Unsuc-
cessful at organizing a posse himself,
he phoned to Cortez and asked the
sheriff there to bring one in. In ad-
dition, he recruited some Navajo po-
lice from the Navajo Indian Agency
and a posse from Bluff. Altogether,
his command consisted of 60 men—
a force that should have subdued the
Indians without too much trouble.
But his campaign turned into a com-
edy of errors.

Indian agent Jenkins and 10 Nava-
jo police tried to arrest Tse-ne-gat at
Poke's camp. Although the Navajos
hated the Utes, they were under in-
structions to make the arrest, but
avoid battle. As they approached the
camp, Poke started shooting. The
posse responded by loping back to
Bluff as fast as they could, without
accomplishing a thing. Poke then
moved his camp to Cottonwood Wash
where the Indians could protect
themselves by shooting from large
boulders.

The posse congregated in Bluff
and decided to attack the Indian
camp and kill or capture as many as
possible, since it was evident the
Utes wouldn't surender Tse-ne-gat to
the officers. As the posse approached,
the Indians began shooting and a
battle raged for several hours. Eight
Indians were killed and 20 wounded.

An amusing incident occured when
12 horsemen gathered on the high
bank of a creek and it gave way,
throwing all 12 men and horses into
the creek. The Indians started shoot-
ing, so the men abandoned the horses
and started down the wash on foot.
During this battle, Posey's band was
camped across the San Juan, but to-
ward evening he crossed the river to
join Poke. Late in the afternoon, the
posse regained their horses and rode
back to Bluff.

During the night, the Indians
crossed over a ridge into Butler Wash
where several cliff dwellings pro-
vided more protection. Posey rode
near enough to Bluff to shoot into
the store and cut the telephone line.
When the posse arrived next morn-
ing to continue battle there was con-
siderable shooting, but at so long a
distance that no harm was done.

In the meantime, Nebeker had
collected 50 more men, including a
group from Cortez, and with this
army he started for Bluff. Next day
he rode at the head of his army. As
they approached the Indian camp
and bullets began to fly, he presented
such a wide target that he thought
better of his plan, and instead of
charging, led his army back to Bluff
at top speed. That was the end of
this operation.

Since two posses and the Navajo
police had been unsuccessful Nebeker
now decided to call on the U.S. Ca-
valry. He phoned Washington and
his request was granted. Several days
later the cavalry arrived, but it con-
sisted of only two men—General
Hugh L. Scott and one orderly. Scott
was an old time Indian fighter and
peacemaker who was known to the
Indians. They arrived on March 10.

Next day General Scott and his
aide rode to the Indian camp to con-
fer with Poke. As a result, he return-
ed with Poke, Posey, Tse-ne-gat and
some other Indians who submitted to
arrest. Nebeker then took them to
Salt Lake City and lodged them in
the state prison until their trial in
federal court.

After the trial, all were freed, with
the exception of Tse-ne-gat, who was
held for the murder of the Mexican,
Chacon, and sent to the circuit court
in Denver. There he became the ob-
ject of so much attention from sob
sisters lamenting the plight of the
poor Indian that he considered him-
self a hero. Eventually the court re-
leased him and he returned to Bluff
to make himself more obnoxious than
ever. So ended Poke's war.

The second uprising, in 1923, be-
gan in the following manner. Joe
Bishop's Boy and two sons of Dutchie
robbed Jens Neilson's sheep camp.
Neilson had them arrested and they
were tried in the basement of the
school house. During the hearing,
Posey was a spectator and there was
considerable conversation in Ute be-
tween Posey and Bishop's Boy. At
the noon recess Bishop's Boy jumped
on Posey's horse, which had been
tethered near the door, and made his
escape.

There were a large number of In-
dians in town that day to attend the
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History is well-acquainted with the last American Indian uprising, the Posey
War of 1923. but unrecorded is the Poke War of 1915, a real TV comedy of
errors exposed here for the first time by famous Utah historian Charles Kelly.

Center of photo, U. S. Marshal AquiUa Nebeker, with Indian captives taken at the end of the Poke War (1915)
by Gen. Hugh F. Scott and one soldier. Left to right: Poke, Jess Posey, Posey, Tse-ne-gat. Photo courtesy Utah

Historical Society.

trial. In this case no call was made
to the U. S. marshal. The people of
Bluff acted on their own, and swiftly,
by rounding up every Indian in town
and placing them under guard in a
barbed wire bull pen. There were
about 40 prisoners.

With these Indians secured, the
posse went to Cottonwood Wash
where others were camped. A battle
ensued. The fight continued all day
with no advantage to either side, ex-
cept that Bishop's Boy was killed. In
the morning a posse reinforcement
from Blanding arrived, but when
they went forth to meet the enemy,
they discovered the Indians had all
moved to Mule Canyon where they
were forted on a so-called "island," a
high ridge with only one steep trail
to its top. The posse started up this
trail, but, being hungry, stopped at
a half-way place for lunch, confident
that the Indians could not escape.
After lunch they continued to the
top, only to find the Indians and
their horses had managed to descend
the opposite side along ledges almost

too steep for a mountain goat. From
the "island" the posse saw Posey rid-
ing along the opposite side of the
canyon, hanging on the side of his
horse with only one leg showing.
They fired. He dropped from his
horse and hid in the willows. They
believed him wounded, but could
never find him.

The Indians then crossed to Dry
Wash over an almost impossible trail.
Having left their food supplies on
the "island," the realized they could
not hold out long. When the posse
got within hailing distance, the
squaws sent a young boy back to ask
if the women and children might sur-
render. The offer was accepted and
the women and children came out of
hiding. One was sent ahead to tell
the bucks to surrender, which they
eventually did—all except Posey.

Word was then sent to Bluff and
several trucks arrived to transport
the 42 prisoners to the bull pen in
Blanding. Jess, Posey's son, and two
or three other young bucks were kept
in Bluff, furnished supplies, and told

to go out and search for Posey. On
each trip they remained several days
and then returned without any sup-
plies. The posse suspected they were
supporting Posey in his hideout.

Eventually Jess Posey reported they
had found his father, dead. Guided
by Jess, a group of whites went out
to verify the report. They found the
grave and, to satisfy themselves it was
really Posey, dug up the body and
then reburied it. Later a group from
Bluff uncovered the body to take
Posey's rifle from his grave. Not
satisfied with this, a third group went
out with cameras and opened the
grave a third time to photograph the
remains. By this time everyone was
satisfied that Posey, the trouble
maker, was truly dead!

During this Posey war, the last In-
dian uprising in the United States,
two Indians were killed and several
wounded, but the white posse suffer-
ed no casualties.

So ended the final chapter of In-
dians troubles in the West. / / /
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Stop the Clock at Vernal

by
raye
price

A . WARNING! If you're planning
a trip to Vernal, Utah, allow addi-
tional time to visit the Dinosaur
Quarry and cruise around Flaming
Gorge Dam. If you're open for sur-
prises, you'll find a surprising number
of them here—especially in the back
country.

From U.S. Highway 40 (linking
Vernal to Salt Lake City, Utah and
Denver, Colorado), the scene is pretty
drab, but jogging along the dirt road
out of Jensen (12 miles east of Ver-
nal) and north into the Cub Creek
area, monotonous plains, change to
walls of red rock, pinnacles, and can-
yons; you pass a few yards from petro-
glyphs depicting trapezoidal figures,
fleeting deer and mountain sheep.
Along the road are hidden Indian
villages of the prehistoric Fremont
culture where archeologists from the
Universities of Utah and Colorado
are cooperating with the National
Park Service on a three-year explora-
tory study.

Until recent years, little was known
of the Fremont culture, which dates
between 800-1150 A.D., for it is diffi-
cult to identify sites from surface
evidence. Artifacts tie them contra-
dictorily to the Great Basin Tribes,
Central Mexican and Northern Plains
Indians, leaving their origin as mys-
terious as their sudden disappear-
ance. It is hoped current diggings
will soon supply the answer.

UNDER CONSTRUCTION „ . . . _ . I
PROPOSED HIGHWAY . ; ; — = j

To bypass private property, turn
east at the fork marked Blue Moun-
tain Road, search through trash
dumps for purple glass (a woman
found a decanter only slightly dam-
aged the day we were there) and
drive on into the vicinity where Josie
Morris lived. Local residents tell
many tales of Josie and her sister, Ann
Bassett. colorful Western women of
cattle rustling days when the Butch
Cassidv, "Mexican" Joe Herrera, and
Tip Gault's gangs roamed the area
of Brown's Park, but my favorite
storv came from Josie's son, Crawford
McKnight. Tosie died just last April,
well in her 90s. but only a couple of
vears ago. she bashed a deer and com-
plained to Crawford, "Son, I'm not
the man I used to be; couldn't lift the
carcass onto my horse, so had to quar-
ter it to pack it home."

Although the roads in the Cub
Creek area are generally accessible to
passenger cars, sudden rain storms
can turn the clay to washouts so the
park rangers urge all explorers to take
water, extra gas, a shovel and tire
chains and advise checking with the
ranger station first. Plans for new
roads are in the making.

Campers in the Dinosaur Nation-
al Monument will find primitive
areas as well as established picnic
spots on the road that winds in and
out of Utah and Colorado on the way
to Harper's Corner. On the 21-mile

drive from Monument Headquarters
at Artesia, Colorado, several lookouts
make for good viewing, climaxing at
the Harper's Corner Point, itself,
where, after a mile hike among twist-
ed juniper, pinyon, and Douglas fir,
you can see Whirlpool Canyon of
the Green River on one side and Echo
Park where the Yampa meets the
Green at Steamboat Rock, on the
other. Also evident is the Mitten Park
Fault where vertical striations con-
trast with parallel lines of river-carv-
ed canyons. A river campsite and
dirt roads can be spotted in Echo
Park and those interested in noodling
through the valley might come upon
Pat's Holes, a cave where hermit Pat
Lynch lived and where his own petro-
glyph of a sailing ship and personal
brand remains with his untouched
cot and clothes. Perhaps one of the
original conservationists, Pat tacked
a scrap of paper in his cavern read-
ing:

"If in those caverns you shelter take
Plaise do to them no harm
Lave everything you find around
Hanging up or on the ground."
Travelers with 4-wheel drive ve-

hicles will make many discoveries in
Echo Park.

A land of contrasts, Vernal offers
still another trip in the Red Cloud
Loop. Starting at Dry Fork Canyon,
first stop is nearby Merkeley Park
where, high on a cliff of Navajo
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sandstone, an American flag with
the legends "Pearl Harbor" and "Re-
member the Maine" are painted. It's
said that two artists picketed ropes on
a ledge and daubed their paints as
they swung back and forth. More
primitive decor may be seen on the
petroglyph cliffs. Local residents will
tell you where to look and one farm
even advertises its archeological at-
tractions, charging $1 admission.

We were fortunate to drive the
Loop with Dr. J. LeRoy Kay, retired
vertibrate paleontologist of the Car-
negie Museum. "Pop" Kay told us of
Brush Creek Cave's stalagmites and
stalactites, of the huge areas of sand
asphalt, oil shales, and phosphate
beds around Vernal, but, most fas-
cinating, of the abundance of fossils,
shells, and fossilized plantlife to be
discovered. He termed Vernal a geol-
ogist's paradise with almost e v e r y
land formation represented in a
cross-section, almost lined in a row.
"Because of so many formations, there
is more chance of amateurs finding
a variety of fossils in the Uintah
Basin than anyplace known," he said.
We can't wait to join him with a
pick and when we assured him
DESERT readers realize it's a federal
offence to collect on Monument
grounds and would donate anything
unusual discovered elsewhere to a
museum, he offered information on
locations to visiting collectors. Just
ask anyone for "Pop" Kay.

Rounding the Loop, he took us to
a spot (off the Monument) where we
picked up dinosaur bones from the
ground and he told us that gastro-
liths, bones, petrified wood, and fos-
silized jelly-fish may be found in
Steinaker Draw.

Split Mountain Gorge appears as
a rugged white scar on the face of
the mountains northeast of Vernal
and, thanks again to the Park Service,
we were treated to a run through its
rapids. Putting in at Island Park boat
campsite, we experienced an hour
and a half of thrills, spinning through
rapids, around boulders, coasting
through halls of sandstone castles and
rock walls honeycombed with mud-
daubed nests. Sandy beaches feathered
with tamarack were tucked among the
rocks and, from the river, we spotted
hikers on narrow trails and deer
scampering for shelter.

A glimpse of the Diplodocus rep-
lica before the Field House of Na-
tural History in downtown Vernal is
sure to spur your visit to the Dino-
saur Quarry in Dinosaur National
Monument, where you'll discover
Vernal's obvious attractions are as de-
lightful as the remote. Camera in

Vernal area is rich with prehistoric
Indian petroglyphs.

hand, we scaled narrow steps cut into
the cliff where workers chipped me-
ticulously to reveal prehistoric bones
buried in layers of Morrison Forma-
tion of the Jurassic Age which form
the Visitor Center's north wall. With
jackhammer, chisel, and pick, "in-
place" reliefing operations reveal ex-
hibits never viewed by human eyes,
preservatives of synthetic resin are
painted on the displays, and unneces-
sary fragments are removed for repair
and shipment to other museums.
Since their discovery in 1909, 26
nearly complete skeletons and many
partial ones have been removed with
complete assemblies on view at mu-
seums in Pittsburgh, Washington,

D.C., Lincoln, Denver, Salt Lake City,
and Toronto.

Dutch John, the old prospector
and mustanger, fared poorly in his
shack not far from the Green River
(now swollen by Flaming G o r g e
Dam), but he was one of the first to
admire the balanced rocks tipped
with eagle's nests, sheer canyon walls,
and the crimson geode-sweep of
Flaming Gorge. From Antelope Flat,
rimmed with dun-colored shelves of
sandstone and striated tilts of red and
white emerging from the water like
sunken ships, to Red Canyon, where
the river plunges more than 1500 feet,
boating campgrounds are available,
water sports and fishing are excellent,
and the scenery spectacular. Projected
plans call for additional access roads,
motels, marinas, and even a residen-
tial area with golf course and riding
stables available to tourists. For
those who shun the water, interesting
trips may be made by land. A "Drive
Through the Ages" in the Sheep
Creek geological area features the
Uintah Crest Fault, a cave, and fos-
silized tribilites, marine crustaceans,
g a s t r o p o d s , brachiopods, corals,
sponges, and sea urchins; dirt roads
make view points accessible in many
places and there is even a high stan-
dard trail in the Hideout Area for
trail bikes.

So, whatever your pleasure, boats,
rafts, burritos, 4-wheel drive, or pas-
senger car, stop the clock when you
get to Vernal . . . you'll be glad you
did! / / /

Some of Utah's most primitive country surrounds Flaming Gorge Dam.
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Every vacation is a better vacation
if an adventure is involved.
Here's an idea to keep a family
looking, searching and learning
for as long as a vacation can last.

Open Season on Arches

^ ELEBRATED FOR its Rain-
bow Bridge arch, the Navajo country
of Monument Valley is endowed with
a number of lesser known—some al-
most unknown—arches equally im-
pressive. Scouting for these is an ex-
citing vacation project, and it isn't
impossible that you may turn up a
new one. Only a year ago Jim Hunt,
veteran Monument Valley guide and
owner of the San Juan Trading Post
at Mexican Hat, discovered exotic
Skeleton Arch where, reigning above
a swirling three-tiered series of sand-
stone cavitites, its weird setting shi-
vers the imagination with visions of a
ghostly ballet. This location is known
only to Jim Hunt, but it's well worth
taking his tour to see it.

Some, like famous Window Rock at
the Navajo capital, or Black Rock
Natural Bridge with its 70-foot span
only 10 feet above a stream, are rea-
dily accessible with signs pointing the
way, but a great number of relatively
unknown arches are difficult to get
to or away from main roads.

One such area is in the beautiful
Red Rock country in extreme north-
eastern Arizona between Chuska and
Carrizo ranges. The eastern part of
Red Rock Valley contains at least
five natural arches. One resembles
an elephant; another is a mere slit in
a tall, thin sandstone slab. But the
most magnificent of all is 301-foot
high Royal Arch near Cove. Though
described by Van Falkenburgh in
DESERT (Aug. '41) this arch remains
virtually unvisited. It's distantly vi-
sible from Navajo Route 33, but to
reach the arch you must travel a
wagon road and then hike. Or, the
arch may be viewed to advantage from
the rim of Cove Mesa, reached by a
jeep trail. Tall and pointed, in
Gothic fashion, it's cut through a spur
of red Wingate sandstone.

On the east side of Red Rock coun-
try lies Haspidibito Valley. This spec-
tacular area of buttes, mesas, and
other attractions will no doubt some
day be one of Navajoland's most
famous scenic spots. At present, how-
ever, its inaccessibility keeps it al-

ty StephenJett

most unknown to the outside world.
High on the wall of one of the can-
yons entering this valley is a huge
opening with a span that abuts a
massive contrefort, like a cathedral's
flying buttress.

Few motorists on Navajoland's
newly completed north-south paved
highway connecting Route 3 (Ari-
zona 264) and Route 1 (Arizona 64)
realize that they pass within a few
miles of many interesting natural
arches. The traveler leaving Canyon
de Chelly National Monument
(which contains three natural win-
dows) on his way to Monument
Valley passes a primitive road four
miles north of Chinle junction. Five
miles to the west along this road is
a fascinating little area with several
small, but interesting, canyons, a
monolith known as Edna's Needle,
and two arches, one of which is one
of the Navajo Country's most beau-
tiful. Called Hope Arch, this delicate
masterpiece of sculpture is an inver-

ted tear drop opening in a thin fin
of red sandstone.

A mile south of Many Farms, a dirt
road (Navajo Route 18) heads west
toward Rough Rock. Before it
mounts a mesa, a wagon road leaves
it and ascends the shallow canyon of
Black Mountain Wash. Even from
Route 18, one of two arches in this
locality is visible. Pierced through an
outlying knob of red rock, this natural
window is actually a double opening,
with a partition of stone separating
the two parts. Across the wash,
against a cliff, is a second arch, shaped
like a full moon.

Continuing north to the junction
of Navajo Routes 8 and 17, a short
drive along dirt Route 8 brings you
to the red-orange cliffs of Carson
Mesa. Very near the road, to the
north, is an arch. If the light is right,
you can see two other arches in the
cliffs.

Passing Round Rock near Route

Carved into the side of a mesa, tins arch is unknown to motorists traveling
over its top. If you make a project of it, you might discover an arch yourself!
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by Esther Henderson

Skeleton Arch, rising beside a three-tiered sandstone ballroom, was discovered
by Jim Hunt in 1964.

17, there is not only Cathedral Butte
in its setting of vivid clays, but also
a nice natural arch in one of the
spired spurs of the butte. Then, be-
tween Round Rock and Rock Point,
the highway skirts an attractive mesa
of Wingate sandstone where an arch
is visible in one of the mesa's inden-
tations.

In addition to the belt of arches
extending from Chinle to the Carrizo
Mountains, another area of the Na-
vajo Reservation is rich in natural
arches. Whereas most of those de-
scribed above are cut in Wingate
sandstone, the arches in this second
area are primarily of lighter orange
Navajo sandstone. The center of this
area is the vast slickrock wilderness
of the Rainbow Plateau, extending
along Lake Powell from Navajo
Canyon to Paiute Canyon.

The "granddaddy" of all arches,
309-foot Rainbow Natural Bridge, is
found in the midst of the magnificent

features of this area. But if Rainbow
is the granddaddy, it is not without
grandchildren, for a number of other
arches perforate the otherworldly
landscape.

Northeast of Navajo Mountain is
Hawkeye Arch, once described in
DESERT (October, 1951) By Barry
Goldwater. This great arch, formed
by a collapse of a cave roof, is esti-
mated to be 200 feet high and 250
feet long. On the northwest slope of
Navajo Mountain, in Zane Grey's
Surprise Valley area, is Owl Arch.

Another small arch, formed, like
Hawkeye, from the collapse of a cave,
is on the side of a sandstone "beehive"
south of Navajo Mountain. This arch
was apparently unknown to non-In-
dians until the spring of 1963, when
it was discovered by a party consisting
of the Harold Quicks of Flagstaff,
and myself. As testimony to the fact
that this arch had long lain unvisited,
several potsherds and a perfect little

white arrowhead were found in the
cave behind the arch. Myles Head-
rick, the trader at nearby Rainbow
Lodge, was unaware of its existence,
as were the pilots of Page who point
out arches on their scenic flights over
the area. I have therefore named it
"Quick Arch" for Harold Quick, who
first spotted it.

A few miles away is Arch in the
Sky, punched in the side of a huge
vaulted alcove in a butte outlying the
southern tip of Cummings Mesa.
Another arch lies to the west, in one
of the rounded masses of Entrada
sandstone which I have called the
Dominguez Buttes after Atanasio
Dominguez of the 1776 Dominguez-
Escalante expedition.

There are at least two arches in
the Navajo Canyon system. One is
near the mouth of Jay-i Canyon. The
other, though unknown to the nearest
trader or to the Page pilots, is visible
from the trail to Inscription House
ruin in Navajo National Monument.
It is formed from the remnants of a
partially collapsed alcove roof high
on the north side of Jones Canyon.

In addition to the many above-men-
tioned arches, there is an arch near
the rim of Keet Seel Canyon which
visitors to the great Keet Seel ruin
seldom see. And, hidden in the fast-
ness of White Mesa, are three other
arches. One of these, White Mesa
Arch, buttresses the south side of the
mesa and is actually visible from
Navajo Route 1 (Arizona 64), though
it is somewhat difficult to actually
reach the arch. Two other arches are
found near the rims of the canyon
which has carved the mesa into the
shape of a horseshoe. One of these is
probably the arch once called White
Craig Arch, after a prospector killed
in the area. One has also been named
Margaret Arch by Barry Goldwater.

There are, indeed, many marvelous
corners of the Navajo Country still
unknown even to the old hands in
the area, and many arches described
above are only examples of what
awaits the real explorer in this, one
of the nation's unique scenic lands.

/ / /
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TRIBAL PARK IN NAVAJOLAND

by Randall Henderson

R.ECENTLY IT WAS my privi-
lege to return again to what I regard
as the most spectacular scenic area in
all the West. This is Monument Val-
ley, in the Navajo Indian reservation
astride the Arizona-Utah border.

Charles Kelly first wrote about this
fantastic region for readers of
DESERT Magazine in July, 1938.
He referred to the valley as "The
Graveyard of the Gods." It is an apt
description. Giant monoliths of
sandstone and limestone rise hun-
dreds of feet above the floor of the
desert and are silhouetted against a
seldom-clouded sky in all directions
as far as the eye can reach. Many of
them have been given names descrip-
tive of their profiles, or in memory
of men, both Indian and white, who
traversed this area in past genera-
tions. There are Gray Whiskers
Butte, Elephant Butte, Totem Pole,
Thunderbird Mesa, Three Sisters,
Camel Butte, Artist's Point a n d
scores of others.

Dramatic changes have taken place
in this remote area during the last
five years—not in the geography of
the terrain, but in accessibility to the
region and accommodations for mo-
toring visitors.

Today modern motel accommoda-
tions with dining rooms and trading
posts are available at Gouldings in
Monument Valley and at adjacent
Mexican Hat and Bluff, Utah for
the increasing number of motorists
who have come this way since Navajo
Route 18 provided paved access from
Kayenta, Arizona, to the south, and
Blanding, Utah, to the north. The
highway crosses the San Juan River
at Mexican Hat.

Those who ventured early into
this land of giant tombstones dreamed
that someday it would become a na-
tional park. And now the dream has
come true. In the '50s when negotia-
tions failed to induce the National
Park Service to acquire the land on
terms acceptable to the Indians, a

far-sighted and highly efficient Tri-
bal Council at Window Rock, the re-
servation capital, took the initiative
and created the park as a tribal en-
terprise.

A fine Visitors' Center and Obser-
vatory constructed of native stone by
skilled Indian craftsmen was dedi-
cated in 1960, and last year visiting
motorists averaged 3300 a month. The
Center includes a crafts shop where
Indian handiwork in silver and tur-
quoise, wool blankets dyed with vege-
table colors, leather and dolls is on
display and for sale.

The 96,000 acre Monument Valley
Navajo Tribal Park is, in fact, a new
national park for all Americans. A
modest fee collected at the Visitors'
Center is applied toward the mainten-
ance of the park. Uniformed Indian
rangers patrol the area to keep it free
from litter and to provide information
and other services for all who come.

Raymond Ashley, the good look-
ing and very courteous ranger on
duty the day we were there, had serv-
ed a hitch in the armed forces and
attended both the University of Ari-
zona and the University of Utah. He
told us about the plans of the Nava-
jo Tribal Council for an ambitious
program of public parks which the
Indians are developing for many of
the interesting sites on their huge
reservation. When completed these
are to include tribal parks at Tsegi
Canyon, Anasazi Prehistoric Ruins,
The Dinosaur Tracks, Kit Carson
Cave, Coal Canyon and the Four
Corners. The tribe, by ordinance,
has established a Navajo Tribal Park
Commission with Sam Day, a well-
educated and highly competent mem-
ber of the tribe as chairman.

A penthouse and promenade atop
the Observatory provides a grand-
stand observation point from which

No pants for these gals! Whether herding sheep or keeping house, Navajo
women wear colorful satin skirts with velvet blouses. Their turquoise jewelry

is their mark of wealth.
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Mud-covered hogan is traditional
abode of Monument Valley Navajos.

visitors can view the vast panorama
of pinnacles, spires, embattlements,
and domes which extend in all direc-
tions. To the east are The Mittens,
resembling a pair of gigantic hand-
warmers. To the north is Sentinel
Mesa and to the southwest, Gray
Whiskers Butte. Looking to the south-
east the most conspicuous monuments
are Mitchell and Merrick Buttes,
named for two white prospectors who
met violent deaths near their bases.
Here is the story:

One of t he historic legends of
Monument Valley relates to a mythi-
cal silver mine located somewhere in
this region. The ore was said to be
so pure that past generations of
tribesmen mined it and used it to
mold bullets for their guns. Many
years ago two prospectors came onto
the reservation from Colorado with
burros and packs to make an ex-
haustive search for the lost silver
mine. The Indians resented their in-
trusion, but offered no resistence un-
til several weeks later when word was
circulated through the Navajo under-
ground that the men had found the
silver and were leaving with their
burros laden with rich ore. As the
intruders camped one night at the
base of what is now Mitchell Butte,
the prospectors were attacked by
tribesmen and Mitchell was killed.
Merrick escaped, but was tracked by
the assailants and a few hours later
met his death at the hands of tribes-
men at the base of what is now Mer-
rick Butte. But there is an Indian
version of this episode. The Navajos
have a deep reverence for the natural
world—for the earth and its wildlife.
They attacked the prospectors, not
because they had been stealing ore
that belonged to the Indians, but be-
cause they had been guilty of desecra-
ting the body of Mother Earth. They
are a deeply religious people. At least
this is true of the older generation—
the "Long Hairs" as they are known.

There is a public campground with

ramadas and tables for picnicking
parties near the Visitors' Center.
From this point graded dirt roads
lead off into a maze of monoliths.
Maps furnished by the rangers indi-
cate the roads which may be safely
traveled, and list the place names of
monuments seen a l o n g the way.
Drivers are warned to stay on the
established trails. The off-road sand
may be treacherous. Guided tours in
4-wheel drive vehicles equipped for
the terrain of this region are avail-
able at Gouldings, the San Juan Tra-
ding Post in Mexican Hat, and at
Recapture Court in Bluff— or sche-
duled trips through the entire Can-
yonlands with the above tour includ-
ed may be taken with the comfort
and guidance of a Grayline Tour
starting from Salt Lake City.

The printed guide folder given to
visitors include instructions similar
to those appearing in guide books of
National Parks. The following items
are especially pertinent:

"Please do not enter the hogans—
Navajo dwellings—without a proper
interpreter and guide, who will first
obtain permission. Watch your
camera manners. Do not photograph
Navajos without their permission.
A small gratuity is usually expected."

The Monument Valley park dif-
fers from the nation's national parks
in one important respect. It is a liv-
ing museum of primitive life. Twenty-
five Indian families occupy their
hogans within the park boundaries.
They graze their sheep on the desert
landscape and pursue their domestic
life as their ancestors have done for
many generations. They prepare
their fried bread and barbecued mut-
ton on open fires outside the hogan,
or on the floor inside during rare
periods when there are storms. Often
the women may be seen weaving
their colorful blankets on a loom set
up under a juniper tree. In accord-
ance with their religion, the medicine
men conduct sings on occasion. Visi-
tors may witness these ceremonies, but
it is recommended that this be done
only in company with a guide who
speaks the language, for there are
certain courtesies due the Indians on
such occasions just as is true in any
Protestant, Catholic or Jewish church.

Monument Valley is high desert,
never excessively hot in summer, and
seldom stormy in the winter. Colorful
people and sky-piercing pinnacles of
this land make it unique among Am-
erican parks. Each year it grows
more popular, but it's still one of
the most dramatically isolated regions
of the far West. / / /
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1 HE ONLY NEED for a clock at
Fish Lake is to awaken fishermen at
dawn. In Kit Carson's day this
wasn't necessary. Trout crowded the
clear water in such abundance his
men simply killed them with sticks.
Such wholesale slaughter isn't pos-
sible today, but the fishin's still
mighty good.

There's a lot more than rainbow
trout and 40-pound mackinaw to en-
tice you to this lofty plateau land in
southern; Utah, however. There's
majestic Cathedral Valley (DESERT,
April '63) a short distance away,
Capitol Reef National Monument
with its famous Sleeping Rainbow
guest ranch to the east or, close to
the south, Escalante River that pas-
ses through some of America's most
primitive land. (DESERT, Apr. '64) .

But Fish Lake itself is worthy of a
visit. Lt. Brewerton, traveling with
Kit Carson about the middle of the
19th century, wrote of "camping one
evening upon a beautiful little lake
situated in a hollow among moun-
tains, but at so great an elevation
that even in summer it was surroun-
ded by snow and partially covered
with ice." He said they met friendly
Utes who brought fish caught in
willowbaskets (weirs) laid in little
streams that fed the lake.

Later, Mormon pioneers discovered
the valley and, among its picturesque
lava boulders, built log cabins that

are still in use today. My husband's
grandfather was one of these. Told
by his doctor to spend some time in
high country, he came to Fish Lake
more than 80 years ago. Traveling
by wagon and team, it took him three
days to traverse a route we now cover
in two hours. Upon arriving, he
stayed in a cowboy's cabin and was
astonished when the cattleman slept
with his clothes on and used his
saddle for a pillow.

But life was serene and his health
improved. Soon his son joined him

To SAL1 LAKt L

and they gathered watercress, made
their own bread in iron skillets and
shot jackrabbits and doves to supple-
ment their fish diet. Sometimes they
traded tobacco and calico to the In-
dians in exchange for fish, which
they salted down in 40-gallon water
barrels and took back to town to sell.
About the turn of the century, he
arrived for another vacation and
built the cabin that has served his
heirs as a honeymoon and vacation
retreat for four generations. In fact,
for a newcomer to the family to sug-
gest a honeymoon elswhere is tan-
tamount to heresy.

In early June, cabins around the
lake are still partially buried in
snow and blocks of ice float across
the water. The air is crisp and tangy
and it's then a booming fire on the
cabin's hearth draws you down to a
soft bear rug spread on the floor. A
popcorn basket is shuttled through
an iron ring over the fire and, while
cold winds howl outside, the cabin's
log wall inside resound with crackles,
rustles and cozy warm sounds.

By August, when summer is in full
force, it's still pleasantly cool. People
come from great distances to escape
clock-ridden rounds and debilitating
heat. Here in the forests or on the
6-mile long lake they camp, boat, fish,
water ski, hike or loaf at one of the
area's three resorts. This is a place
to contemplate, to write, read, dream
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or just listen to stillness. Here are
found those moments of detachment
that encourage you to reassess values
and achieve a fresh perspective.

But all is not contemplative at Fish
Lake. Mushrooms and berries lure
you along forest paths fragrant with
wild roses. Strings of fish swing across
cabin porches like Monday's wash.
Smooth pebbles skip over blue water
where squealing children dabble their
feet. Untrammeled lands await across
the lake where forests cling to moun-
tain walls. You can anchor your
boat and pull yourself up the steep
cliffs by grasping roots that jut like
handles from the brown lava earth.

Usually the air is filled with sun-
shine, but sometimes a mist arises
from the lake to wreathe the hills in
mystery. Storm clouds mass low and
you hurry inside to escape a sudden
downpour. But afterwards it's sheer
joy to step out into freshly washed
air spiced with aspen, pine, and pun-
gent stumps of rotting trees. At
night, after a storm, you feel an in-
timacy in the stars that hang in the
large, dark sky.

And always there is the rainbow
trout for dinner, dipped in cornmeal,
butter, and then fried on a heavy

"Canyonland Headquarters for
Deluxe Accommodations and Fine Cuisine"

Entrance to Canyonfands National Park and Arches National Monument
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Ceramic Tile Bathrooms with Tub and Shower. Television.

^lactye and
182 S. Main St. Moab, Utah Call 253-9741

Member Best Western and Automobile Association of America

black griddle—no flabby things these,
but fresh, firm and glistening from
the cold, cold water.

Summer brings relief from hot city
air and springtime is exciting when
gray woods grow dark with rising sap,
but autumn has a gentleness all its

own. Then a golden haze glows over
everything, highlighted with the as-
pen's fiery red. Early summer to late
fall—anytime is a good time in this
land where peace and contentment
linger like a mirage in this hustling,
bustling world. / / /
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SKI, FISH or CAMP
AT UTAH'S ALL-SEASON RESORT

by frank Jensen
To SALT LAKE CITY

CEDAR CITY

DFURING THE EARLY morning
hours of summer, Navajo Lake is a
mirror reflecting the quiet beauty of
southwestern Utah's high plateau
country. Only 29 miles east of Cedar
City, the lake can be viewed from
an overlook on Utah Highway 14. A
paved road maintained by the Forest
Service (Navajo Lake is part of the
Dixie National Forest) also skirts its
southern edge, giving access to boat
docks, campgrounds and a lodge.

Navajo Lake has not always been
this accessible, nor this calm. Eighty
years ago a band of Navajos raided
the Mormon settlement of Kanarra-
ville and drove their cattle contra-
band along canyons and ridges to the
top of the 10,000-foot Markagunt
Plateau to a hidden lake. Having
given no thought to pursuit, they
were surprised when a posse arrived
to recover the stolen horses. The In-
dians left one thing behind, though—
the name by which the lake has been
known ever since.

Perhaps 1000 years ago, maybe
10,000, a molten mass of volcanic
lava rumbled from fissures within
the earth and dammed the small
valley, creating a lake.

A few miles beyond the overlook
on Utah 14, the highway surmounts
the summit and drops into Midway
Valley, an open meadow surrounded
by low, rolling hills of virgin forest.

A Bristlecone forest lies on a wind-
swept ridge north of Cedar Breaks
National Monument. Although not
as old as those in California, these
are 1800 to 2000 years old. Their rug-
ged character in the spectacular set-
ting makes this a unique scenic and
botanical area.

METAL & MINERAL
LOCATORS by .
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Over 100 flowsheets
—data on over 200 important
minerals—mill designs, metallurgical summaries.
A one-volume encyclopedia! Year's most useful
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Another road, Utah 143, joins Utah
14 in Midway Valley and leads dir-
rectly to Cedar Breaks National
Monument. This spot is definitely
worth visiting. A small-scale Bryce
Canyon, its eroded amphitheatre is
2000 feet deep and nine miles wide.
It lies in the Wasatch Formation and
is noted for the variety and inten-
sity of its 47 different hues. The Na-
tional Park Service has spent a quar-
ter of a million dollars since 1959 de-
veloping roads, overlooks and camp-
grounds at Cedar Breaks.

Just north of it, Brian Head Peak,
an 11,135-foot volcanic knoll lifts its
wind-swept face above surrounding
highlands. The highest point in
southwestern Utah, it is accessible by
passenger car. From a shelter on top
a vast view of both the high plateaus
and the desert country beyond is
visible. Directly below you see Bear
Flat, an elongated valley where a ski
complex is being built. The resort,
which takes its name from nearby
Brian Head Peak, will include a 3,000-
foot long chair lift and T-bar.

Although the Brian Head Ski area
is the newest resort development on
the Markagunt Plateau, it is not the
only one in the area. Six miles west
of Navajo Lake an improved road
leads past North Fork Guest Ranch
where lodgings and horses are avail-
able and the hunting season opens
in October. The ranch, an old home-
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one dollar for catalog to
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stead dating back to the 1880s, is
operated by Burt and Idona Smith.
Cabins and boats may be rented also
at Navajo Lake Lodge, located at the
west end of the lake. This resort is
operated by Hugh Widner and Gun-
ner Ojanpera and has a rustic atmos-
phere suited to either the fisherman
or off-season vacationer.

Campgrounds at Navajo Lake and
nearby Duck Lake have been recently
renovated by the Forest Service and
with 170 sites from which to choose,
you are certain to find an ideal spot.

"OH! NO! Don't make us go home! We want
to stay and play in BLUFF!"
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Write for free booklet:

Vacation Trailer Rentals, Inc.
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2270 South Main, Dept. DM5,
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Part of the campgrounds are desig-
nated for campers and part for trail-
ers, with wide parking stalls and
tables and fireplaces at each site.

Navajo Lake and Duck Lake at-
tracted 100,000 visitors last year, but
most of the throng came during sum-
mer months. If you are lucky enough
to arrange a vacation in September
or October, you'll find plenty of el-
bow room here and more or less have
this great country all to yourself.

Ill

BENEFICIAL
LIFE

gives your
family

security now
and for a
lifetime

BENEFICIAL LIFE
Virgil H. Smith, Pres.

Over 600 million dollars of
life insurance in force.
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DESERT BELLS
Music of the desert from
bells of native clay with
fired-on Quail or Roadrunner
design.
Including copper wind vane,
approx. 12" overall. $5.95
includes taxes, shipping and

insurance.
Order 1B

Also 6" square hand-decor-
ated tiles of Westren Birds,
fixed for trivets or hanging,
$4.00 each, including tax
and postage.

GLOBAL GIFTS
Box 96 Cloypool, Arizona

JtWILRY CRAFTS CATALOG

F R E E '96 pages
Lapidary — rockhounding —jewelry making.
add up to a fascinating creative art!

GET CRAFTS BIGGEST CATALOG

World's largest selection - over 10,000 items
offered...imports from all parts of the world.

STONES—JEWELRY MATERIALS
MOUNTINGS —BOOKS—CRAFT TOOLS

MACHINERY—SUPPLIES —ETC.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

GRIEGER'S, INC.
30 -1633 E. Walnut —Pasadena, Calif.

INDIAN SPRINGS
Spectacular View Ranch Sites for Week-
end Home, Retirement, Investment.
One to 20 Acres among fantastic rock
formations of the Alabama Hills, "Na-
ture's Movie Set." 12 minutes from Lone
Pine, California. A Paradise for Horse-
back Riders, Hikers, Fishermen, Lovers
of Wide Open Spaces—with Snow-cap-
ped Mt. Whitney as Back Drop. Paved
Roads, Electricity. For Brochure, R. F.
Oyler, Dept. C, 124 Main Street, Lone
Pine, California.

CALIFORNIA

GHOST TOWN GUIDE
New guide to over 100 California ghost towns
Unique and authentic guide to over 100
ghost towns in California's deserts and moun-
tains with complete directions on how to
reach them. Shows you the way to little-
known and intrigue-filled towns that provide
hours of interest for those seeking buried
treasures, old guns, western relics, purple
bottles aged by the sun, and antique objects.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

Order Now! Only $1.95
A. L. ABBOTT

Dept. D-T5
1513 West Romneya Drive — Anaheim, Calif.
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X HE MAP has been changed.
The Ranger's pencil traced Rim

Drive along the south edge of north-
ern Arizona's Canyon de Chelly Na-
tional Monument. His pencil hesi-
tated to indicate the turn to the
overlook for famed Spider Rock, ris-
ing 800 feet above the canyon floor,
then continued along dotted lines
where the improved road had been
recently extended. We could now
visit Three Turkey Ruin!

These ruins are not a part of the
National Monument, but are on the
Navajo Reservation and are a Navajo
Tribal Park. To reach them, drive
five miles beyond the road to Spider
Rock overlook and watch for a sign
indicating a turn. The sign might
not be there, as Indians have a habit
of making personal use of any piece
of wood available, but if you make
the correct turn and continue for
another three miles to another sign,
turn again, then you are on your
way to the ruins. The road mav be
traveled in a passenger car, but 4-
wheel drive is recommended.

If you are lucky enough to get
there—and more explicit directions
are useless, as every storm changes
the route—you will wind up at the
rim of Three Turkey Canyon beside
one of the campgrounds Navajos are
placing all about their reservation.

The Canyon's opposite wall is a
dark ruddy color, its top studded with
trees. The cave with the ruin is
rather small and hard to spot.

Our own reaction left us speechless.
We have seen most of the famous
ruins—the largest, the smallest, and
the most isolated. But this one is dif-
ferent. It appears almost perfect, as

though the Indians had moved out
yesterday. But yesterday was 700
years ago!

Here indeed is the jewel of all the
ruins of the Southwest. No recon-
struction, no tourist trails winding
through it; just a small group of
finely constructed a n d preserved
rooms sitting quietly in a sheltered
cave in the noonday sun.

But the three turkeys, where were
they? We focused our binoculars on-
to the wall of a room 700 feet across
the canyon and there they were—
three of them, painted white and red-
dish brown on an adobe-plastered
wall.

There seems to be some question

Three Turkey drawing by author.

as to whether or not these figures
are turkeys, however. In 1939, when
Dr. Harold S. Colton led an expedi-
tion to the ruins and was disappoint-
ed to discover two others had preced-
ed him by 40 years and left their
names on the wall, he labelled the
figures turkeys, although a Navajo
in the party believed them to be
gourds. Later, a Hopi saw a photo-
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UTAH TRAILS
G U I D E S E R I E S

The Only Complete, Up-to-Date

GUIDEBOOKS
for the Different World of Utah

Three BEAUTIFUL volumes:
Brand-new, detailed guide, "Utah, the In-
credible Land" by Ward J. Roylance. 208
pages, almost 200 photographs (32 in
color), numerous maps and travel aids.
Covers every important attraction in all
parts of the state. $2 per copy (soft-
bound).
Two 48-page pictorial volumes with
nearly 200 photos (almost half in breath-
taking color)—

Utah Trails, Vol. 1 $1 per copy
Utah Trails, Vol. II $1 per copy

Three-volume set, only $4 postpaid
(save 30c postage by ordering all three)

When ordering single volumes,
enclose 10c per copy for postage.

Utah Trails Company
975 SO. WEST TEMPLE

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84101

graph and said they looked like
clasped hands.

The reason visitors today see "tur-
keys" is probably due to numerous
well-defined cracks on the wall which
conform to bills and feet. Neverthe-
less, turkeys were plentiful in those
days, judging from stone pens in
Southwest ruins which are presumed
to have held turkeys.

Aside from the question as to when
is a turkey a turkey, Dr. C o l t o n
found 18 rooms and a kiva with in-
terior walls painted white. To date
the small community is as well pro-
tected from marauding tourists as
it once was from hostile neighbors,
because of its inaccessibility. Visi-
tors rhust content themselves with a
long distance view of the dwellings
snugly tucked into a small cave high
above the canyon floor. Roofs and
ladders extending from them are still
intact, which alone renders them
unique among ruins.

KINGMAN
ARIZONA

Large Level Lots
WATER AND POWER

TO EACH LOT

$495 Full
Price

$10 Down
Month

Park your Trailer,
Build a Home or
Hold for Investment

NO INTEREST

WRITE FOR FREE PICTURES AND MAPS

ELMER L BUTLER
BOX 486, KINGMAN, ARIZONA

Also Highway 66 Business Frontage

Ed Ainsworth's newest book . . .

Golden ClieolsLer'boeird.
Foreword by

Justice Tom C. Clark of the Supreme Court of the United States

The story of how the Palm Springs band of Cahuilla Indians finally
won profitable use of their tribal lands after almost a century of broken
promises and government red-tape. Reads like a mystery story. First
time the story has been put in book form. Today the Palm Springs
Cahuillas are the richest Indian tribe in America.

$6.00 plus 24c to California addresses

desert-southwest book store
P. O. Box 757 Palm Desert, California 92260

The only thing that appears un-
real is the lack of activity. Feet no
longer climb the two sets of stone
stairways leading from one level to
another. No more metates on the
roofs hold kernels of corn. The large
kiva entrance, flanked with broad
slabs of stone, goes untread. It has
been a long 700-year siesta for the
House of Three Turkeys. It is sad
to know the Pueblo Indians who
built it will never again return.

GHOST TOWNS
AND GOLD

LEARN ABOUT THE COLORFUL GHOST
TOWNS OF THE WEST - DIRECTORY CON-
TAINS INFORMATION ON OVER 340 GHOST
TOWNS FEATURING PICTURES, MAPS, PLUS
INSTRUCTIONS ON PANNING GOLD.

PRICE: $1.00
WRITE TO:

PIERCE PUBLISHING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT R

BOX 5221
ABILENE, TEXAS

Go By . . .

JACKSON'S SCENIC TOURS
One Day or More

Into Cathedral Valley, Circle Cliffs, Land of
Standing Rocks, Canyonlands, and other
scenic country north and west of the new
Lake Powell.

For Information, or Reservations
phone or write:

JACKSON'S SCENIC TOURS
FREMONT, UTAH

Telephone 836-2820

Order FREE Catalogue

DESERT MAGAZINE
BOOK STORE

Palm Desert. California 92260

Since 1937 The World's Largest
Selection of Books on The West

IIERNIE PYLE'S SOUTHWEST
A new book containing dozens of the famous journalist's columns
written about his travels through the desert areas of New Mexico,
Arizona, California and Utah.

INTRODUCTION BY ED AINSWORTH

ILLUSTRATED WITH SKETCHES BY BOB BALES

$4.50, plus 18c sales tax to California residents.

desert-southwest book store
P. O. Box 757 Palm Desert, California 92260
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SEGO, UTAH
BY LAMBERT FLORIN

A monthly feature by the author of Ghost Town Album, Ghost
Town Trails, Western Ghost Towns and Western Ghost Town Shadows

X HOMPSON, AT FIRST called
Thompson's Springs, was settled very
early because of its generous supply
of water, a rarity in that part of Utah.
Halfway between Green and Colo-
rado Rivers, the area is made up of
sandy wastes alternated with spec-
tacular red rock formations.

Nothing much h a p p e n e d at
Thompson until the arrival in 1893
of Harry Ballard, a native of Eng-
land. A man of wider horizons than
his easily satisfied neighbors, he soon
acquired a spread of cattle and sheep.
He loved to roam the surrounding
country and, on a jaunt up a can-
yon, he came upon an outcropping
of coal. Quietly, he bought the ad-
jacent land and started mining.

About 1909 Ballard sold out to B.
F. Bauer, owner of the Salt Lake
Hardware, who formed a corporation
and sold $1,000,000 worth of stock.
The group was named the American
Fuel Company and the camp was
named Neslin after its general man-
ager.

The newly organized company
started out on an ambitious scale.
A road was constructed which re-
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quired 13 bridges, as the route cross-
ed and recrossed the stream. Included
among other structures at the camp
was a tipple and the first coal wash-
er west of the Mississippi. Operations
began in 1911, but five years later
Bauer fired his erstwhile friend Nes-
lin, and named a Mr. Van Dirk as
general manager, at the same time
changing the name of the mine to
Chesterfield Coal Co., and the name
of the camp to Sego.

Walter Ronzio, now of Grand
Junction, Colorado, was nine years
old when he first saw the canyon be-
low the coal mines. In 1913 he, his
father, mother and brother home-
steaded about a mile below the mine.
The father went to work for the
Chesterfield Company and when
Walter was 14 he also worked in the
mine. He remembers looking forward
to his first payday. "The company
was having financial troubles," he
recalls, "and when they got behind
they announced they'd pay off a few
weeks of the several months they
owed in wages. The men lined up
at the pay window, but after about
half the line had been paid, the clerk
said, 'Sorry, boys, that's all there is.'

Seemed as though I VIM always M\
out.

During one optimistic period the
Denver and Rio Grande RR built a
spur line to the camp, calling it the
Ballard and Thompson. During an-
other good spell the company spent
$100,000 to bring a 44,000-volt power
line from Columbia, Utah, their own
Lance engines having worn out. But
hard times came more frequently
than good. In order to get a firm
promise of power from Columbia,
the firm had guaranteed a 20-year
operation. The first power arrived in
camp November 21, 1927. Exactly
20 years later to the day, the company
announced closure of the mines.

From a high of 125 men employed
at Sego, the total by now had dwin-
dled to 27. Among these was Walter
Ronzio who spearheaded a group or-
ganized to buy and operate the camp
and mines. Each man put up as much
cash as possible, promising to pay the
balance out of future pay. When the
mine was put up for auction at
Moab, employees bought it for $30,
010, the previous high bid being an
even $30,000.

The new company, under the
name of Utah Grand Coal, started
operations immediately and within
a year had paid all outstanding ob-
ligations. But then, in Walter's words,
"Things began to happen. Fire of
undetermined origin destroyed our
tipple. Then the railroad notified us
that service to Sego would discon-
tinue. This meant we would have
to build a road, buy dump trucks and
a boxcar loader. It required a five
month closure, but we did it." The
month they reopened, the repair
shop burned to the ground. In spite
of setbacks, however, Walter and his
men kept the mine going until their
best customer, the railroad, went
from coal locomotives to diesel in
1953. That meant finis!

Walter Ronzio returns to the scene
several times a year. "I stand there
and look at those dead trees and
ruined buildings and ask myself,
'Could this be the place where I
lived and worked so many years?' "
Our photo shows a rear view of the
old company store at the left. At right
is one of two "American" boarding
houses in the segregated camp. Separ-
ate buildings sheltered Greeks, Jap-
anese and Negros. Trees have died
due to lowering of the water table,
and the 13 old bridges used by the
railroad to cross the stream now span
dry washes. A danger area surrounds
the central vent caused by a fire in
underground coal. Smoke, steam and
hot ground signal the cautious to re-
main well away. / / /



DESERT DISPENSARY
by Sum Hicks

Part of a series of articles relating Sam Hicks' first-hand observations
fo the uses made by primitive peoples of nature's products.

JQACH SPINY, leafless Chia blos-
som contains a prodigious quantity
of seeds. In early summer, after they
have dried and the seeds are ready for
harvest, the plant is picked and the
ripened blossoms, usually six or eight
to a plant, are crushed by hand. The
seeds, one held in the tiny tubular
base of each spine, are then shaken
into a basket. They spill out freely—
almost a half-teaspoon full to the
blossom. Spines and bits from the
crushed pods are later winnowed out
by tossing the seeds in a light breeze.

Two distinct types of Chia grow

abundantly in the sand desert lands
of the Southwest and Mexico after
rainy seasons. To the layman the
plants are identical, except one grows
in miniature.

Ancient people of these arid regions
depended heavily on Chia as a staple
food and, in all probability, it was
harvested and eaten by them before
corn. It is still used regularly by the
descendants of these people who first
discovered its usefulness and, in just
the last year, Chia has become avail-
able to the public in health food
stores in Southern California.

Chia seeds from the miniature
plants are used by primitive people
more as an eye treatment than as a
food. These tiny seeds may be ground
on a metate into a meal and eaten,
or soaked in liquid and drunk in
exactly the same manner that the
larger seeds from the taller, more ro-
bust plants are utilized. But, pri-
marily because the yield is less, only
a few small jars of the miniature Chia
is harvested annually by local people,
who sprinkle the fine seeds into their
eyes at night to remove foreign par-
ticles from them and to soothe irri-
tation.

Both varieties of ripe Chia seeds
are hard and smooth, so long as they
are dry. When placed in water, or
any liquid for that matter, they soften
and swell. The seeds, normally tan
to black in color, change to a faint
blue and increase their original size
by four or five diameters. If plain
water surrounds the Chia seeds, it
turns to a clear gelatin and the en-
tire tapioca-like substance is pleasant
to eat, especially so if a little brown
sugar is added.

With new modes of transportation
now carrying great varieties of foods
into far-flung regions of the South-
west, is it interesting to note that
Chia is still being harvested and eaten
by people whose forefathers depended
upon it. Of these people I have ask-
ed the following questions: Is Chia
gathered and eaten because of its
nutrition and taste? Or, possibly, be-
cause it is free? Or is eating it simply
a custom?

Answers vary from one family to
another, but the real reason prob-
ably lies in a combination of all
three. / / /

Mountain
Homesite

property near Cedar Breaks and
Navajo Lake. Low down pay-
ments, easy monthly payments.

D. W. CORRY REAL ESTATE CO.
Box 903 — Phone 586-6162

Cedar City. Utah

f\U | | M seed. Scouts, Historic, U.S.
I L J I f l Army, Mission Fathers and
I B | I JL& Explorer's accounts, as far
\ # l l l r l back as Pliny, at the dawn

of Christianity, with M.D.s
in botanic data and current habitues of the
deserts, remark on Chia as an unusual en-
ergy sustaining cereal, while absorbing toxics
and fatigue. Chia is found to be especially
kind to the lower digestive system, and
and agreeable to abused stomachs that no
longer tolerate medicines, unnatural foods,
some breads, or liquors. The humble Chia is
the recently rediscovered survival and best
vigor food of our noble, hale and tireless
Indians. Spoonsful, whole as is, ground or
soaked, more or less daily, demonstrates its
salient attribute to stem the torrent of fa-
tigue or exhaustion, and return to usefulness
. . . often with day-long, long-winded energy.
Chia is further known as a thirst assuager,
alkali and other water conditioner, a real in-
fluence for body weight control, pacifying,
calming, and makes easier rolling out of bed.
Great in flapjacks and aroma in baking.
"Beautifully clean" real genuine Chia. Trial
12 oz. $2. Generous 2'/2 lbs. $5; 6</2 lbs. $12;
12 lbs. $21. Postpaid, with absorbing 10,000
word Chia Story. Story alone 50c. Basic
recipes, cultivating data, and Pollen Story
included. Also Seed grade uncleoned Chia,
suitable for gardens, sprouting, or wonderful
bird food . . . they will love you, and perk
up. 10 lbs. $5.; 100 lbs. $30 F.O.B.

Also the extraordinary Pollen . . . begin-
ing to be regarded as the "world's greatest
food . . . most complete with all elementary,
essential nutrients." One pound, $7.

POLLEN CHIA Commerce
854-D Ninth St., Santa Monica, Calif. 90403

At last! An all-weather,
completely enclosed lug-
gage compartment for
your luggage rack. Travel
with safety and com-
fort. No more flying,
flapping canvas. Self-,
contained reinforced
straps. Just fasten down
straps to luggage rack
rail and forget about
rain-dust-sleet and snow!
From $39.95. Write for
free brochure.

R A C K R E G E N T
GR 33479

11008 W. Pico Blvd.
West Los Angeles,
California 90064
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COOL COMFORT

CUSTOM MADE

AUTO SUN SHADES
"Take the sizzle out of the sun."
Block sun's rays yet allow excellent
visibility.
Improves air conditioning efficiency.
Keeps car up to 15° cooler.
Ideal for campers, travelers, and ordinary
driving.
Easily installed with enclosed instructions.
Custom made for sedans, hardtops, and
wagons 1955-1965.
Free catalog and prices. Give make and
model of 2 or 4 door wagon, sedan, or
hardtop.

SIDLES MFG. CO
Box 3537D Temple, Texas
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Photo of two-ounce black gold nugget exhibited on page of original article which appeared in DESERT
Magazine March, 1965.

To our readers: In the March '65 issue of DESERT there was an article written
by an anonymous author which related his experience in locating the lost Pegleg
black gold, a once-proven bonanza that has eluded prospectors for over 100 years
The writer claimed to have marketed $314,650 of these nuggets by removing the
black covering and selling them in Alaska. He offered to answer questions printed
on the Letters page in subsequent issues of DESERT. Enclosed with his manu-
script were two nuggets, one black and the other with the black coating removed,
now on display in the DESERT Magazine office.

As a result, hundreds of visitors have inspected the nuggets—some of them
"believers," others "doubters." We have also received hundreds of letters. Some
readers have offered to purchase the nuggets, many have requested contact with
the writer, a few have been executives of mining companies (at least one with a
Dun and Bradstreet rating) who are interested in launching a commercial opera-
tion and sharing proceeds with the writer. Most questions are repetitious—what
kind of detector was used, requests for more explicit directions, etc. We at
DESERT have been accused of perpetrating the article to increase circulation, to
attract metal detector advertisers, or to sell books on lost mines. About the
only thing we haven't been accused of is manufacturing the nuggets, although
there are some who believe they have been cast.

We are truly elated with the excitement the article has created. Our pub-
lication welcomes reader participation and it is our mission to entice readers
into the wholesome, healthy desert. Mr. Pegleg's (as we refer to him in our office)
story has done just that. So far no one has come back with gold, but we be-
lieve that those who venture forth return with intangibles more precious than
gold. We have been rewarded to see families join force in this hunt. And sure
they buy books! They're learning about the desert, its lore, its geology, its wild-
life, its history, and its plants. Their imaginations are stimulated while they
practice self-sufficiency, survival methods, and observation. We think it's great.
We commend Mr. Pegleg for the way he has handled this.

About the nuggets—they are on display at DESERT Magazine, and will
continue to be (in spite of the fact I'd prefer to hang one on a chain around my
neck). The first two weighed just under one ounce each; the third, which arrived
with the following letter, is two ounces and a real dinger. Imagine finding the
14-ounce one!

We would like to make this clear to readers—we DO 1VOT know the iden-
tity of the man who found Pegleg's black gold. We are not selling gold nuggets,
nor do we wish to be involved as brokers in fostering a mining enterprise. Mr.
Pegleg has in no way attempted to place the responsibility for his claims on
DESERT and we are not aware of his having taken advantage in any way of
the attention his article has earned. We appreciate this. Anonymous situations
are delicate at best, but in this we believe the author is justified. Since we can't
find any motive for his revelation other than that which he stated, we hope his
generosity is rewarded by the stimulation it has brought into the lives of
DESERT readers.

Below is Mr. Pegleg's answer to letters printed in the April issue.

Choral Pepper, Editor

Dear Choral Pepper:
If my knowledge of human nature

is any criterion, reactions to my story
in the March issue about finding
Pegleg's black gold have run the
gamut from those who are searching
for the black nuggets right now to

the contemptuous disbelief of "ex-
perts." Letters in reference to it and
printed in the April issue are both
interesting and intelligent.

Like a faithful wife, the desert has
been kind to me and someday I would
like to repay the debt. This is why

I answer Dr. Mounce of La Canada
first: He makes an interesting point
in his letter about using the gold to
teach "Americanism." His point is
well taken. I would reveal the exact
location of the black gold today if
there were some way to get an abso-
lute guarantee that 100% of the pro-
ceeds would be spent in some worthy
form of desert preservation or for
something like the Doctor's Ameri-
canism project. But, I wouldn't want
one red cent to be siphoned off in
taxes or in any other way to feed a
gang of welfare beatniks who have
nothing better to do than sprawl
their lazy carcasses in the doorways
of public buildings, nor to support,
feed and arm foreign beatniks who
burn and defile the American flag!

One of my reasons for not reveal-
ing the location is in the faint hope
that someday a way may be found
to use the rest of the black gold for a
worthy cause. (If anyone would care
to understand me completely and my.
reasons, I would suggest they read
Ayn Rand's Atlas Shruggedl)

In answer to Jack Pepper's letter
about whether the location is within
the circle of the map or in the Choco-
late Mountains, let me say that I
considered this when writing the
story, but this information along with
several other clues which I put into
the story without realizing it would
pinpoint the area too closely. I'm not
trying to tantalize anybody, but it's
my intention not to reveal the loca-
tion at this time, so I will stand on
my original statement that the black
gold is somewhere within the confines
of the 1946 map—which was reprint-
ed on Page 37 of the March DESERT.

Joe Young's letter probably puzzled
most people, but it is clear to me.
Here is what he means: I've already
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explained in the story my thpnry of
the origin of the Pegleg gold nuggets
and how they were alluviated by being
washed down a stream. Heavier than
surrounding material, the gold nug-
gets worked deeper and deeper into
stream bed, until they reached bed-
rock along with larger, heavier rocks.
Sometimes underground ledges of
bedrock tilt and act as a trap, catch-
ing fabulous pockets of gold nuggets.
The dream of all placer miners is to
find a trap or pocket in bedrock with-
out too much overburden or material
piled on top. Under normal condi-
tions, the heavy nuggets would not
be found on top of the lighter sand
and gravel. In my story I said some
of the nuggets were found on top of
a hill covered with a crust of water-
worn pebbles. Therefore, Joe Young's
letter is perfectly logical. Can I ex-
plain how the heavy gold nuggets got
there in the absence of other heavy
material? There are these two points:
(1) Heavy material is there all right,
although I deliberately did not de-
scribe the location in detail as it
would pinpoint the location too close-
ly. (2) I stated in the story that my
theory was that after the gold was
alluviated, possibly ages ago, there
was faulting or shifting of the earth's
crust and probably what had once
been a stream bed was lifted up or
possibly buried completely. Actually,
I believe the area where I found the
nuggets had been thrust upwards,
and in the story I said this. Joe Young
did not read the story closely. There
is no doubt in my mind that at one
time most of the nuggets were on bed
rock in a stream bed and were ex-
posed on the surface or close to the
surface in the manner I've described.

While I appreciate the letter from
Mr. Davis, I will have to decline his
kind offer to meet with him as I
really don't think there is anything
to "discuss what should be done to
follow up your story."

I found Mr. Southworth's Pegleg
story in last month's DESERT very
interesting. He is warmer than he
thinks! The small black pebbles
found by the railroad man are, in
my opinion, real Pegleg black gold
nuggets. I stated plainly in my story
that I thought there were other places
where the black nuggets could be
found on or near the surface, although
it might be miles away from my own
discovery. Mr. Southworth's theory
that Indians distributed the nuggets
across the desert is possible. I tend
to go along with the editor's note on
page 16 of the April issue, although
if at any time Indians did gather and
distribute black nuggets, I'd rather
think they found them on the desert,

as I did, and not in the Colorado
river. In answer to his questions, I
did not find any old springs, but did
find a small amount of volcanic ac-
tivity, and there were a couple of
small rock rings similar to the one
shown on page 15 of his story. The
rings were about two feet in diameter
and composed of heavily varnished
rocks, indicating they had been in po-
sition an extremely long time.

After my own fortunate experience,
I will never completely disbelieve any
theory or account of lost mines or
treasure, but in this case, I believe
my theory of the origin of the Pegleg
gold is more tenable.

Now then, down to the business of
the metal detector. I'm surprised at
Mr. Cameron and the rest of you.
Here again, none of you read the
story closely. Let me make these
quick points: 1. No where in my story
did I say I found a one ounce nugget
two feet underground with a metal
detector. All of you had better read
the story again! 2. On the day of
first discovery I said I found seven
more nuggets besides the first one,
and which later weighed out from a
half-ounce on up to one that went
nearly two-ounces. These were all
on the surface. 3. My first reference
to a metal detector was when I re-
turned 10 days later. I said I found
720 ounces of nuggets and was careful
to fill up all holes I dug to recover
the nuggets. Where you have all
been led astray—partly my fault for
ommission—was by this sentence: "It
was the detector that located the
nuggets in the mound as all of them
were underground from about four
inches to two feet, where I discovered
some of the largest nuggets." My
omission was in not mentioning that
the largest nuggets included some that
weighed over 10 ounces, including one
beauty at 14.36 ounces, which I still
have. Throughout the years, I have
tried every detector on the market
and I am familiar with their limita-
tions, which are considerable. Let
me make these further points about
detectors which should be of some
small help to all of you:

1. Choral Pepper is right when she
says that detectors are or can be
"geared" to specific kinds of detec-
tion.

2. Some aren't worth a damn. My
advice to anyone buying a detector is
to get the machine that will detect
the smallest lump of metal the deep-
est underground, and not to buy
until you've tested them all and
found the best one.

3. There are limitations to the best
detectors. As Mr. Cameron says in

his letter which I eonHmi I too
have yet to see a detector that will
detect a one-ounce nugget two feet
underground. Nevertheless, there is
a vast amount of difference in detec-
tors. The best one I have (I won't
mention brand names since I'm not
pushing detectors and don't want to
get invloved in that hassle) will de-
tect a tiny nugget the size of a match
head on the surface. I found a lot
of them that size, but soon realized
1 was limited in the size of nuggets I
could find at any given depth be-
cause of the limits of the detectors.

4. Instead of going into all these
details in my story, I simply stated
that, "I found every nugget both on
the surface and underground within
range of the most powerful and sensi-
tive detector." The biggest black nug-
get was the 14.36 specimen which
was a good 2Vi feet underground.
Other large nuggets, around 10
ounces, were located as deep as
3V2 feet. As I said in my story,
I'm sure there are more nuggets un-
derground, probably great quantities
of them along the ancient water-
course into which they were washed
ages ago. I am sure there are lots of
half and one-ounce nuggets two or
three feet underground that no de-
tector will detect and, there are
undoubtedly smaller nuggets only
six inches to a foot underground
that can't be detected with any equip-
ment today. This is another of the
reasons why I won't reveal the ex-
act location. I have a hunch the elec-
tronic industry will come up with an
improved detector one of these days
that really will detect a one-ounce
nugget two feet underground. When
they do, I can go out and make an-
other harvest at Pegleg hill and
mound.

One thing I forgot to mention in
the story is the fact that in addition
to the nuggets I sold, I still have
plenty of them, about $25,000.
To identify myself each time I write
in, I am going to send another black
nugget along with each letter. This
will also button up some of the "ex-
perts" who are probably claiming
that some hoax is being instigated
and that only "two" nuggets were
found instead of the quantity I men-
tioned in my story. Anyway, if the
questions keep coming, a few more
of Pegleg's black nuggets will be on
display at DESERT Magazine's office.

In closing, let me express my sin-
cere thanks and appreciation for the
faith of all the believers who wrote
in .

Sincerely,
The man who found
Pegleg's black gold
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COOKERY

THE PEPPER'S BAJA SPECIAL

Before you leave home and plenty
of water, cook yellow corn meal
mush as per instructions on pack-
age, but add to the water some
minced green pepper, a big dash of
paprika, minced onion and a little
salad oil before putting in the corn
meal. After it has thickened and
cooked six minutes, pour into flat
broiler pan, spreading mixture about
Vt" thick. Chill until firm. Cut into
squares and separate layers with
wax paper. Wrap stacks of squares
in foil. Put in ice chest for travel. At
campsite, place layer of corn meal
squares on bottom of greased Dutch
oven. Add a mixture of 1 can Den-
nison's chili con came without beans
and 2 cans whole kernel corn, drain-
ed. Top with another layer of corn
meal wedges. Place lid on Dutch
oven and heap top with coals. Bake
over hot coals 45 min. If you have
corn meal squares left over, fry re-
mainder on griddle to accompany
huevos rancheros for breakfast.

TEXAS HASH
2 onions, sliced
1 green pepper, sliced (optional)
3 tablespoons shortening
1 lb. ground beef
1 can tomatoes
1 cup uncooked rice
2 teaspoons salt

Cook onions and green pepper in
shortening until tender. Add beef,
stirring occasionally until it loses its
red color. Stir in tomatoes, rice and
salt. Cover skillet and cook slowly
for an hour. If it isn't thick enough,
let it cook uncovered for a few min-
utes before serving.

CHILI CON CARNE

V2 lb. ground beef
1 large onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 to 3 teaspoons chili powder
1 tablespoon shortening

Dash black pepper
1 can tomato soup
2 cans kidney beans

In large skillet, cook beef, onion,
garlic and chili powder in shorten-
ing, until meat in lightly browned.
Add pepper and V2 seaspoon salt,
then soup and beans. Cover and
cook for about 30 minutes, stirring
often.

BEEF STEW
2 tablespoons flour

V2 teaspoon salt
V2 teaspoon pepper
1 lb. cubed beef
2 tablespoons shortening
1 can tomato soup
1 soup can water
6 small onions
6 small carrots, halved
3 potatoes, quartered

Combine flour, salt and pepper, and
roll meat cubes in mixture. Brown
meat in shortening in heavy skillet.
Add soup, water and vegetables.
Cover and cook slowly for about an
hour or more if necessary. After the
vegetables are tender, cook uncover-
ed for 10 minutes to thicken sauce.

CAMP POTATOES

Peel and slice potatoes in saucepan
for required number of servings.
Slice a couple of onions and salt
and pepper to taste. Add about 1
tablespoon bacon grease to 5 pota-
toes. Barely cover with water, cover
pan and cook down until a small
amount of liquid is left.

HARRY MURPHY'S
SOUR DOUGH PANCAKES

To make the starter mix warm water
(water that potatoes has been boiled
in) with enough flour to make a fairly
heavy dough—use a gallon crock
if you can find one, but any enamel
pot of sufficient size will do. Let
stand in a warm place for two or
three days until the dough starts to
ferment. It will bubble and have a
sour smell. A little yeast at the be-
ginning will help, but don't put any-
thing else in your starter, except
flour and water.

When it has developed a nice sour
smell, try making some hot cakes.
To about a quart of dough poured
into a mixing bowl, addVfe level tea-
spoon of warm water, three beaten
eggs and a couple tablespoons of
shortening or cooking oil, salt, and
a couple of tablespoons of syrup or
molasses (for a bronze color). If your
batter is too heavy, add canned milk
or water, but avoid having the bat-
ter too thin to start with as adding
flour takes something away from
what should be fine hotcakes.

SAM HICK'S BEEF JERKY

60 pounds of good beef cut into
strips, lengthwise with the grain,
with fat trimmed close. Strips of
meat should be V2" x 2" and 4" to
8" long.
2V2 gals, of water, room temperature
ZV2 lbs. table salt

lA cup of black pepper
Juice of 6 lemons

2 tablespoons of garlic salt
Stir ingredients until salt is dis-
solved. With solution in a big con-
tainer, place strips of meat in 2 or
3 layers and soak 15 minutes. A
drain should be rigged so the solu-
tion from freshly soaked meat can
be saved. After draining, hang
strips over wires to dry in warm, dry
place. Jerky should cure for a week
to 10 days, then sack and store in
cool, dry place.

TUNA CHOWDER

Combine 1 can cream of celery soup
and 1 can tomatoes in saucepan.
Add 1 tablespoon instant minced
onion and 1 can tuna with oil. Heat
to serving temperature over fire, and
serve. Sprinkle with grated cheese.

CHEESE POTATOES

Cut potatoes in strips as for french
frying. Cut squares of foil large
enough to cover one serving and
seal. Place potatoes on foil, add lA
teaspoon salt, 1 tablespoon margar-
ine and 1 tablespoon grated cheese.
Seal foil and bury in coals for 30
to 45 minutes. Serve each person
one packet.

PEG LEG CORN BEEF HASH

4 medium-size potatoes boiled
with skins on

1 large onion, sliced thinly
1 can corned beef
Butter, margarine or bacon grease

Melt shortening in skillet, c o o k
onions until tender; add sliced,
peeled potatoes and cook until they
begin to brown. Add corned beef
cut in chunks; stir occasionally.
When well heated, serve. If you are
to use this recipe in camp, have
your potatoes boiled before leaving
home. Some like this topped with
a fried egg.
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DESERT JUSTICE
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BY

rle Stanley Gardner

SYNOPSIS of PART I: When the sheriff lifted the blanket from the corpse. Eve Sharon
recoiled in horror. The stiff, distorted body was that of her uncle, Dudley Sharon. Prospect-
ing an isolated desert region, he had uncovered a rich vein of gold-bearing quartz. While
he drove to town to check on its status and to file a claim, he pitched Eve's tent over the
outcrop and left her to guard the site. During the night a cry for help emanated from an
abandoned shaft. When Eve went to help, her tent burst into flames. Two men appeared
to accuse her of having jumped their claim. Leaving camp in the dark, alone, she was
rescued by a mysterious man named Ion LeClaire who roams the desert in an odd
vehicle of his own design and has a reputation for being available whenever trouble

occurs. In desert regions he is known as The Roadrunner.



PART II

The events which followed were a nightmare.
Other county officials were hurriedly summoned. An
officious deputy district attorney was openly skeptical.
Eve's story, under his cross-examination, was made to
sound even more implausible.

The two men who had located the claim told
a straightforward story. They said they had been
camped on the other side of the slope. They had
located a claim two days before, had gone to town
for more provisions, returned after dark, and were
making camp when they saw a blaze of light from the
other side of the ridge.

Climbing hurriedly, they had seen a tent on
fire and, of course, thinking of claim jumpers, had
gone over to investigate.

The dog which was with them had been put on
a leash.

They had encountered Eve, had heard her story,
and thought that it was so utterly implausible that
it was a ruse to decoy them off the claim. So they
had told her to walk back to the road, convinced that
she had a car and an accomplice waiting nearby.

And when they mentioned the car and the ac-
complice, they looked meaningly at Jon LeClaire.

LeClaire, puffing on a briar pipe, simply grinned
back at the two men.

The deputy district attorney said, "We've tracked
the car that backed up to the mining shaft and from
which the body was evidentally taken and dumped
down into the shaft. We have a pretty good moulage
of the tire tracks which we picked up from various
places where it went through soil which retained the
tracks. We can tell the make of the tires and, sooner
or later, we'll find the car."

He turned to Eve and said, "But there's one thing
certain, Miss Sharon. You were mistaken in thinking
you heard groaning noises from the bottom of that
shaft. That's a straight drop of two hundred and
seven feet."

"I can't help it," Eve said. "I heard groaning
noises."

"Might have been mining timbers that had been
hit by a body falling," LeClaire volunteered.

The deputy district attorney whirled on him.
"We don't need any suggestions from you, Mr. Le-
Claire," he said.

"My mistake. Thought you did," LeClaire said.
Eve's manner was tense. She knew that an in-

vestigation would show that her uncle had been
seriously interested in a young widow. Possible mar-
riage might well have had a disastrous effect on Eve's
financial status.

Would the authorities go into that?
She soon realized that they had already done so.

Late that afternoon, a helicopter discovered her
uncle's car where it had been driven into some thick
brush within a couple of miles of the mining claim.
Within an hour of the discovery, it had been deter-
mined that the tracks of the car approaching the min-
ing shaft had been made by the tires of Dudley Sha-
ron's own car. And spots on the front seat and floor-
boards of the car had been identified as human blood
of the same type as that of Dudley Sharon.

By midnight, Eve was under arrest for her uncle's

murder, and the deputy district attorney was
intimating that Jon LeClaire might be arrested as an
accomplice—depending on what additional evidence
was introduced at the preliminary hearing.

LeClaire was sternly ordered not to go any-
where, except with official permission.

Eve had never before realized the extent to which
a deadly, damaging case could be built up by cir-
cumstantial evidence.

The deputy district attorney who conducted the
preliminary examination made what even Eve had
to admit was a strong case.

Eve's uncle, Dudley Sharon, had been relatively
well-to-do. For years, he had made no secret of the
fact that Eve, his niece, was to be the sole beneficiary
under his will.

Then, of late, Dudley Sharon had become inter-
ested in this young widow, Rosalene Knox, an attrac-
tive woman who testified on the stand that Dudley had
proposed marriage to her; that he had been accepted,
but had asked that their engagement be kept a secret
while he found some way of "breaking the news" to
Eve. The prosecutor insisted that this would mean a
big change in Eve's status, as Dudley Sharon had
stated that after his marriage he intended to make his
new wife the sole beneficiary under his will as he felt
she should be the primary object of his bounty and
Eve was young enough to make a new life for herself.

The prosecutor claimed that Dudley Sharon had
uncovered a rich outcropping of ore. It was his indi-
vidual discovery. Eve would not necessarily share in
it. They had pitched a tent over the rich strike and
started for the county seat. At some point along the
road, Eve had bludgeoned her uncle to death, waited
until dark, driven the car to the mining shaft, pitched
the body in, concealed the car a couple of miles away
in thick bushes, walked back to the camp, set the
tent on fire, and concocted a story about hearing her
uncle staggering toward camp calling for help—then
screaming that he was falling and, subsequently, hear-
ing moanings and groanings from the depth of the
mining shaft.

Skillfully, the prosecution showed the defects in
Eve's story.

An autopsy surgeon testified that her uncle had
been dead before the body had been dropped into
the mining shaft. Therefore, there could have been
no moanings or groanings.

Dudley Sharon had been killed in his car and
his car had been driven to the mining shaft where
the body had been dumped. There was no indica-
tion that he had ever walked on foot toward the camp,
and no tracks of his distinctive boots had been found
approaching the camp, other than the tracks made
in the vicinity of the location of the tent and the rich
strike.

Evidently, the tent had been deliberately set
afire by the use of gasoline from the can which was
generally used to fill the gasoline lantern, after the
canvas had been soaked and a lighted match had been
tossed. The resulting fire had been a fierce blaze.

A proper location notice and proper monuments
backed up the story of the men who said they had
located the claim two days before, although they ad-
mitted they had no inkling of the rich outcropping.
They insisted, however, that this outcropping was on
the claim they had located and was a part of the
quartz vein that they had used as a discovery site.
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Eve had been aghast at the picture which had
been painted so masterfully of her as a deliberate
murderess.

And then, her attorney had received a note—
a note which said simply, "Get a continuance until
tomorrow at ten o'clock. Agree to put on evidence at
that time."

The note had been signed simply "The Road-
runner."

The prosecution rested.

The harassed defense attorney asked for and was
granted a continuance. He had no alternative.

Dawn was breaking in the eastern sky.

Out in the desert, Jon LeClaire strung wires from
the tape recorder he had planted during the night.

As it became light enough to see, he threw a
switch.

The wheels of the battery-powered tape recorder
started revolving. A faint voice called for help—then
again, "Help! I'm hurt!"

There were a few moments of silence and then
the voice, louder this time, yelled, "Help, help, I'm
hurt!" — Then, after another interval of silence, two
more cries for help and the scream, "I'm falling!"

The door of the camper opened. A man, attired
in underwear and shoes, came dashing out of the
camper. A dog followed him.

"Go find 'em! Eat 'em up!" the man ordered.
The dog ran in futile circles around the camper.
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Amused, Ion LeClaire watched through the bm-
oculars.

The man in underwear called back to a com-
panion in the camper, "They've found the tape."

"They couldn't have," the man answered.
"Go see," someone ordered.
The man in underwear grabbed a shovel, ran

to fifty yards up the ridge and started to dig. He soon
came up with a spool of tape. "Here it is," he shouted.
"It's a fake . . . It's a trap!"

LeClaire dropped the binoculars into their case,
sauntered over to his desert-going "contraption" and
started the motor.

It was at that moment that the dog, picking up
the man's scent and following his back trail, topped
the little rise and saw the man in the desert-going
machine.

The dog started barking frantically.

Jon LeClaire eased the machine into rapid motion.

The dog continued to bark frantically.

A man suddenly appeared, stood silhouetted on
the ridge—a man who had a rifle.

For a moment, he hesitated, then brought the
rifle to his shoulder.

LeClaire whipped the machine with its low cen-
ter of gravity into a 90-degree turn. A bullet whizzed
harmlessly past on his right, and threw up a spurt of
dust.

Again, LeClaire whipped the machine into a
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turn. Again, a bullet spattered and the thin sound
of the cracking rifle was swallowed up in the desert
silence.

A second man appeared.
LeClaire was rapidly getting distance now, and

the shooting became more erratic as the weird desert
vehicle sailed over the ground—from time to time,
leaving the road to make brief excursions up some
side hill or taking a short cut down some sandy wash.

After an interval, the firing ceased.
LeClaire slowed down, fished his pipe from his

jacket pocket, filled the bowl with tobacco and brought
out a lighter.

Judge Pringle had just called Court to order and
turned to the attorney who was representing Eve
Sharon.

"You have the answers to some of this evidence
of the prosecution, and you wanted to put on evidence
of your own?"

The attorney seemed undecided.
The door opened and a well-dressed, closely-

knit figure came striding into the courtroom. The man
walked through the enclosure at the bar, said to the
perplexed attorney, "Call me as a witness for the de-
fense and ask me what I know about the case."

With that, he calmly walked over to the witness
stand and stood with his hand raised to be sworn.

It was a breathtaking interval before Eve recog-
nized in the well-dressed figure of the clean shaven
witness the man she had met in the desert.

"What's your name?" the clerk asked.
"Jon LeClaire."
"What's your address?"
"I don't rightly have any. I'm a prospector."
"Take the stand," the Court ordered.
The attorney hesitated a moment, then said,

"What do you know about this case?"
"A great deal," LeClaire said.
The deputy district attorney said, "I want to

warn this man that anything he says may be used
against him."

"I'm warned," LeClaire smiled.
"Tell us what you know," the attorney said.
"Of your own knowledge," the judge added.
LeClaire said, "I am familiar with evidence. I

know that any chain of circumstantial evidence which
has a weak link won't stand up."

LeClaire paused. He was no longer the lazy-
gaited desert prospector. His words were close-clipped.

"I started looking into the case with the idea that
Eve Sharon was telling the simple truth," LeClaire
went on. "If that was the case, her uncle had been
driving to the county seat in an automobile. I figured
he must have met two strangers and . . ."

"What you know of your own knowledge!" the
judge interposed sharply.

LeClaire smiled at him. "So I put ads in the
paper asking for people who had seen a car of that
description broken down on the desert.

"Then I started looking the car over for finger-

prints,—I used to be something of a fingerprint ex
myself, but I didn't trust myself. After I found some
greasy fingerprints that made good latents, I called
in a fingerprint expert. We compared the latent fin-
gerprints with fingerprints we had taken from a drink-
ing glass that had been handled in court yesterday by
one of the two witnesses who were in the camper on
the other side of the hill.

"Now, of course, the worst evidence against Eve
is the fact that her footprints were over the tracks
made by the car which approached the shaft where
the body was found, and the fact she said she heard
mumbling and moanings after the body had gone
down the shaft.

"There was only one way she could have heard
sounds like that and that was having them come from
the bottom of the shaft. And there was only one way
sounds could have come from a dead man and that
was by means of some sort of a recording device. So
I figured maybe . . . "

"This is all conjecture," the judge interrupted.
"We're interested only in the facts you discovered.
Now, what facts do you know?"

LeClaire smiled at him. "I'm coming to that, Your
Honor," he said. "After I trapped them and they started
shooting at me this morning, I knew I had the right
people."

"Started shooting at you?" the judge asked in-
credulously.

"That's right. Shooting with rifles—trying to si-
lence me before I could get to court."

"Who shot at you?"
"Why these two men in the camper. The ones

who lowered the tape recorder into the shaft and
lured Eve Sharon into leaving the tent so they could
jump the Sharon claim, set fire to the tent, put up loca-
tion monuments with a pre-dated location notice—the
men who had fixed up all of the evidence. — The same
men who made these fingerprints on Dudley Sharon's
car when he had motor trouble. — Apparently, some
kind of ignition trouble, judging from the location of
the fingerprints."

"You yourself know about these fingerprints?"
the judge asked. "Or are you testifying to what some-
one else told you?"

"I know. I compared them myself. I know enough
about fingerprints to do that, but I've got a regular
expert to back up my testimony.

"The point is, I figured these people had to have
a tape recorder that they'd used to lure Eve Sharon
out of the tent and that it had been lowered down
the mining shaft and then, subsequently, pulled up
after Eve left to go and phone the sheriff. They'd hid-
den that tape but good. So I betrayed them into show-
ing me the location of that tape by a trick."

"What sort of a trick?" the judge asked, his man-
ner now frankly curious.

LeClaire grinned. "Oldest trick of all. I made
them think I'd found what they'd hidden, so they ran
to the hiding place to see if I really had. Then when
they found out they'd been tricked, they knew the
jig was up and they started shooting."

"Where are these men now?" the judge asked.

LeClaire shrugged his shoulders. "They've had
five hours head start. They've probably got rid of
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the camper, stolen a car, and are in another State by
this time. But they can be found. We've already iden-
tified one of the men from mug shots as being an
ex-con. The fingerprints show they're the same men
who burglarized a radio and tape recorder store in
Salt Lake City a couple of weeks ago."

LeClaire smiled a friendly smile at the bewildered
judge.

"You see, Your Honor," he explained, "there was
a loose thread nobody tied up. Dudley Sharon had
taken a piece of that rich gold quartz in the car with
him, and he had a sketch map showing the location
of the place where he had found the outcropping so
he could check on the registration of the mining claim
and see if his discovery was open to location.

"People were so busy trying to pin this crime on
Eve Sharon they forgot all about the missing chunk of
gold-bearing quartz. A study of the outcropping shows
it had been knocked off, all right.

"But what became of it? Nobody bothered to ask
that question.

"It wasn't in the car. It wasn't in the tent, and
the sketch map showing the location of the strike wasn't
in Dudley Sharon's clothes when they searched the
body.

"Any loose thread in a murder case is bad. Two
loose threads that can't tie up with the prosecution's
theory of the case means there's something wrong with
the theory.

"So I figured that someone must have been in
contact with Sharon, noticed the rich piece of gold

ore on the bottom of the car, rmd Wed to male© Sharon
tell them where he'd found it, and cut them in on the
deal. There was a little ruckus and Sharon got hit
over the head.

"Then when the two ex-cons searched him and
found the map in his pocket, they didn't need to have
him around anymore; so after they found the map,
they just finished off the job and scouted the pre-
mises—finding out all about Eve being there alone in
the tent. So then they decided to jump the claim and
frame her uncle's murder on Eve.

"But those men sure forgot they left their finger-
prints on the ignition of Dudley Sharon's car, on the
back of the rear view mirror, and a couple of other
places."

LeClaire turned with a friendly grin to the deputy
district attorney and suddenly lapsed into his drawling
manner of speech. "You got any questions on cross-
examination?" he said.

The deputy district attorney, who had been on
his feet ready to make objections, suddenly subsided.

"No questions," he said and sat down.
The sheriff was on his feet. "I'd like to ask a

question, Your Honor," he said.
He turned to LeClaire, "I've been hearing about

a man they call the Roadrunner, who roams the desert
areas and tries to see that justice is done. Are you the
Roadrunner?"

LeClaire grinned at him. "The judge warned me
I could only testify to things that I knew of my own
knowledge. That would be hearsay." / / /

1965 MODELS

METAL DETECTORS
FIND ALL METALS, INCLUDING

GOLD AND SILVER

Top guarantee.
Easy to operate.
Sensitive and stable.
Light and compact.

RAYSCOPES
and

DETECTRONS
Write for

free brochures

GOLD BUG
Dry Concentrator.

Hand operated. Ideal
for prospecting,

pocket hunting or
sampling. —

12'/a lbs. $99.50
Production models

available.

Also Lapidary Equipment, Gems and
Minerals, Books, Jewelry, Tools.

For Information Write

C0MPT02T ROCK SHOP
1405 S. Long Beach Blvd., Compton, Calif.

Telephone. 632-9096

Even a ROVER
can't always

'CROSS
OVER1

For REAL ACTION, SURE TRACTION,
enjoy the POWER of a KING!

IRON WORKS, INC.
P. 0. Box 7726, Dept. DT-4» Houston, Texas 77007

Sure your Land Rover is tough, lively, ready for anything!
But mud, marsh, mountains . . . they're pretty tough, too.
Even a Rover can get stuck in rough terrain, and that's
when a King front-mount winch is the best piece of
equipment a 4WD rig ever had. The new 8000-pound-
capacity King L621, especially designed for Land Rover
Series II and IIA, comes equipped with power take-off,*
supplies four speeds forward, one speed reverse through
the Land Rover transmission. It's furnished in a complete
kit, ready for immediate installation with no alteration to
your vehicle. If you're a typical Rover man, you'll be
going where the going gets tough, and that's when the
tough get going. . . a King by Koenig! Write today for
complete information about King Winches, the quality
leader for over 30 years.

*Crankshaft-drive models also available when PTO opening
is needed for other uses.
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C L A S S I F I E D S

• AUTO-TRUCK-CAMPER
BACK COUNTRY traveler? Investigate National

Four Wheel Drive Association. Find out what
it can do for you. National Four Wheel Drive
Association. Box 527, Indio, Calif.

• BOOKS-MAGAZINES
OUT-OF-print books at lowest prices! You name

it—we find it! Western Americana, desert and
Indian books a specialty. Send us your wants.
No obligation. International Bookfinders, Box
3003-D, Beverly Hills, California.

LEARN ABOUT gems from Handbook of Gems
and Gemology. Written especially for ama-
teur, cutter, collector. Tells how to identify
gems. $3 plus tax. Gemac Corporation, Box
808J, Mentone, California.

READ "BURIED Treasure and Lost Mines" by
Frank Fish, 93 bonafide locations, photos and
illustrations. Research done by Fish, treasure
hunter who made it pay. Large 19x24" color-
ed map, pinpointing book locations. Book
$1.50, map $1.50. Special: both $2.50 post-
paid. Publisher: Erie Schaefer, 14728 Peyton
Drive, Chino, California.

NEVADA TREASURE Hunters Ghost Town Guide.
Large folded map. 800 place name glossary.
Railroads, towns, camps, camel trail. $1.50.
Theron Fox, 1296-C Yosemite, San Jose 26,
California.

"SUN-COLORED GLASS, It's Lure and Lore," 50
pages, illustrated, $2.75 postpaid. Mary J.
Zimmerman, Depjt. D., Box 2641, Amarillo,
Texas.

HARD-TO-FIND Books located through world-
wido contacts. All fields Americana to Zoology.
Book Lance, 6631 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif. 90028.

LOST MINES and Buried Treasures of California,
1964 edition; 160 locations, $2.50. R. A.
Pierce, P. O. Box 3034, Berkeley 5, Calif.

GHOST TOWN Guide: Complete guide to over
100 ghost towns in California, only $1.95. A.
Abbott, 1513 West Romneya Drive, Anaheim,
California.

BOOKS: "Old Bottles and Ghost Towns," many
sketches. See Desert, February '63 issue. $2.15
prepaid. Mrs. Adele Reed, 272 Shepard Lane,
Bishop, California.

BOOK HUNTING is our business, service is our
product. No charge for search. Satisfaction
guaranteed. D-J Book Search Service, P. O.
Box 3352-D, San Bernardino, Calif. 92404.

"1200 BOTTLES PRICED"-well illustrated, com-
plete description, covers entire field, 164
pages, by J. C. Tibbitts, first president of
Antique Bottle Collectors Association and edi-
tor of the "Pontil," $4.25 post paid. The
Little Glass Shack, 3161 56th St., Sacramento,
Calif. 95820.

"BACKWARD THROUGH a bottle" History of
Arizona Territory, ghost towns, bottles and
relics pictured, $2. Kay Devner, 8945 East
20th, Tucson, Arizona.

OUTSTANDING LIBRARY in storage since 1920
being broken up. Literature, travel, Ameri-
cana, bound magazines. List on request. D-J
Books, Box 3352D, San Bernardino, Calif.
92404.

• BOOKS-MAGAZINES

NEW BOTTLE publication, "Redigging the West,"
for old time bottles, close-up photographs of
over 700 bottles and articles, all embossing
on bottles traced in black and white for
easy, positive identification, pricing, complete
index. For limited time only—Map 22"x l7"
1897 reproduction, showing 9 western states,
listing approximate locations of 516 mines.
Price $4.25 post paid. Old Time Bottle Pub.
Co., Dept. D, 3916 Rivercrest Dr., Salem, Ore.

"OVERLOOKED FORTUNES" in minerals and gem
stones; here are a few of the 300 or more
you may be overlooking: uranium, vanadium,
tin, tungsten, columbium, tantalum, nickel, co-
balt, gold, silver, platinum, iridium, beryllium,
emeralds, etc. Some worth $1 to $2 a pound,
others $25 to $200 per ounce; an emerald
the size of your thumb may be worth $1000
or more; learn how to find, identify and
cash in on them. New simple system. Send
for free copy "Overlooked Fortunes in Min-
erals", it may lead to knowledge which may
make you rich! Duke's Research Laboratory,
Box 666-B, Truth or Consequences, New
Mexico.

"GEMS & Minerals Magazine," largest rock hobby
monthly. Field trips, "how" articles, pictures,
ads. $4 year. Sample 25c. Box 687J, Mentone,
California.

ARIZONA TREASURE Hunters Ghost Town Guide,
large folded map 1881, small early map, 1200
place name glossary, mines, camps, Indian
reservations, etc. $1.50. Theron Fox, 1296-E
Yosemite, San Jose, California.

"THE PAST In Glass" Newly revised. Identify the
unknown bottles in your collection with this
complete book on bottle collecting. Utilize the
hints on how to collect, identify, and categor-
ize your bottles. $3.25 from authors Pat and
and Bob Ferraro, 465 15th Street, Lovelock,
Nevada.

GHOST TOWN Bottle Price Guide, 1965 revised
edition, enlarged to 72 pages, $2.25 postpaid.
Wes Bressie, Route 1, Box 582, Eagle Point,
Oregon 97524.

• DESERT STATIONERY
DESERT LIVINGCOLOR, Wildlife, Roadrunner,

Homestead and Flower notes, 12 assorted
$1.50, illustrated brochure. 59 Desert Vari-
eties $5.90. Artist Henry Mockel, Box 726,
Twentynine Palms, Calif.

• DUPE-GUEST RANCHES
DESERT HILLS Guest Ranch, Lucerne Valley, Cali-

fornia. Housekeeping cottages, single units
with bath, meals available, beautiful view,
heated pool, quiet, ideal for honeymooners,
writers, artists, etc. Write for brochure. Joe
and Janice Horst, owners, P.O. Box 444,
Lucerne Valley, California. CH 8-7444.

• EQUIPMENT-SUPPLIES
QUALITY CAMPING and mountaineering equip-

ment. Down sleeping bags, lightweight tents,
boots. Free catalog. Highland Outfitters, P.O.
Box 121, Riverside, Calif.

DESERT WEAR—warm or cool. Boots, casuals,
hats, deerskins. Rockhounds' Paradise—In-
formation Center. "Big Horn," 4034 Paradise
Road at Flamingo, Las Vegas, Nevada.

• EQUIPMENT-SUPPLIES
110 VAC 60 cycle from car generator. Power,

lights, refrigerator, transmitter, receiver, etc.
Simple, easy to convert. Plans: $2. Tedco,
Box 12098B, Houston, Texas 77017.

ENJOY LIGHTWEIGHT camping. Free catalog of
tents, packs, sleeping bags. Gerry, Dept. 90,
Boulder, Colorado.

• FOR WOMEN
LADY GODIVA "The World's Finest Beautifier."

Your whole beauty treatment in one jar.
Write: Lola Barnes, 963 North Oakland, Pasa-
dena 6, California.

EXTRA MONEY typing at home. How to start,
what to charge, what to say, etc. Details
free. Jenkins Publications, 1701-B Ditmar,
Oceanside, California.

• GEMS, DEALERS
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. We have everything

for the rock hound, pebble pups, interesting
gifts for those who are not rock hounds.
Minerals, slabs, rough materials, lapidary sup-
plies, mountings, equipment, black lights. Why
not stop and browse? Shamrock Rock Shop,
593 West La Cadena Drive, Riverside, Calif.
OVerland 6-3956.

CHOICE MINERAL specimens, gems, cutting ma-
terial, machinery, lapidary and jeweler's sup-
plies, mountings, fluorescent lamps, books.
Sumner's, 21108 Devonshire, Chatsworth, Cal.

• GEMS, MINERALS-FOSSILS
POCKET GOLD, rare, crystaline, $2. Placer gold

$2. Gold dust $1. Goldbearing black sand $1.
Attractively displayed. Postpaid, guaranteed.
Lester Lea, Box 1125-D, Mount Shasta, Calif.

FOSSILS: 3500 Species. Catalog, plates: $1 (stamps
okay). Fossil sets: $2 up. Buying, exchanging
fossils, too. Write for details. Need plants,
trilobites, ammonites, brachiopods, mollusks,
echinoids, etc. Malicks' Fossils, 5514 Plymouth
Road, Baltimore, Maryland 21214.

MINERAL SPECIMENS and Gem Rough, for the
discriminating collector or lapidarist. Abso-
lutely guaranteed. Two free lists, which do
you want? The Vellor Co., P.O. Box 2344 (D),
St. Louis, Missouri 63114.

• GEMS, ROUGH MATERIAL
SUPERIOR AGATES, V* to % inches, $1 Ib. V2 to

13/4 in. banded, $2.50 Ib. Tumble polished
$3.50 Ib. Send postage. Frank Engstrom, Grey
Eagle, Minnesota.

• HOME STUDY
LEARN OIL painting by correspondence. Ama-

teur or advanced. Easy, fascinating, natural-
istic. No time limit. Easy payments. Free de-
tails. Walker School of Art, Box 486, Mont-
rose 1, Colorado.

• INDIAN GOODS
AUTHENTIC INDIAN jewelry, Navajo rugs, Chi-

mayo blankets, squaw boots. Collector's items.
Closed Tuesdays. Pow-Wow Indian Trading
Post, 19967 Ventura Blvd., East Woodland
Hills, Calif. Ooen Sundays.

SELLING 20,000 Indian relics. 100 nice ancienl
arrowheads $25. Indian skull $25. List free.
Lear'$ Glenwood, Arkansas.

$18,000.00 WORTH of all kinds of Indian relics,
coins, weapons, gemstones, antiques, collec-
tor's items, offered at wholesale prices.
Enormous selection from three estates. Appro-
val orders, photos, price list for stamp. Per-
fect arrowheads, 20c each. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Sweetwater Valley Trading Post, Box
68, Bonita, California.
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• IHDIAH GOODS • PHOTO SUPPLIES TREASURE FINDERS

FINE RESERVATION-MADE Navajo, Zuni, Hopi
jewelry. Old pawn. Many fine old baskets,
moderately priced, in excellent condition
Navajo rugs, Yei blankets, Chimayo blankets,
pottery. A collector's paradise! Open daily
10 to 5:30, closed Mondays. Buffalo Trading
Post, Highway 18, Apple Valley, California.

• JEWELRY
GENUINE TURQUOISE bolo ties $1.50, 11 stone

turquoise bracelet $2. Gem quality golden
tiger-eye $1.75 pound, beautiful mixed agate
baroques $3 pound. Postage and tax extra.
Tubby's Rock Shop, 2420V2 Honolulu Ave.,
Montrose, California.

RAPID, CONVENIENT mail service for quality
black-white or color film finishing. Write for
our free bargain brochure. The complete pho-
tographic store since 1932: Morgan Camera
Shop, 6262 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

• PLANTS, SEEDS

NEW 1965 JEWELRY, very smart. Never has
there been such lovely pieces of jewelry, the
type you can wear with any article of attire.
Yes, from casuals to the most formal, com-
pliments all colors. It's the most beautiful
jewelry ever created, be the first to wear
this winner. Send only $3.99 to receive a set
of necklace and earclips to match, gift
boxed. Free gift to all ordering. Cool
jewelry to acquaint you with our Summer
Jewelry, a special $4 value for only $2.99,
necklace and earclips to match, gift boxed.
These are originals, no two alike, as lovely
as fresh spring. Be first to have a specially
made set for summer. Genuine. Tax and
postage paid by us. Give color choice. A & A
Rock Shop, 3930 South Wilton PI., Los Angeles,
California 90062.

APACHE TEARS—beautifully polished and made
into jewelry for the perfect gift. Pendant
with 18" chain $2.00; Bracelet with single
tear $1.50; Seven-tear Bracelet $5. Unmount-
ed tears $5 per dozen. Special Services, Box
1751, Phoenix, Arizona 85001.

MAPS
SECTIONIZED COUNTY maps - San Bernardino

$3; Riverside $1; Imperial, small $1, large $2;
San Diego $1.25; Inyo $2.50; Kern $1.25;
other California counties SI.25 each. Nevada
counties $1 each Include 4 percent sales tax.
Topographic mrtps of a!! mapped western
areas Westwide Maps Co., l!4 Webt Third
Street, Los Angeles 13, California.

• MEXICAN AUTO INSURANCE
GET INSURANCE in Mexico's largest casualty

company through Sanborn's—by mail or at
affiliated service offices in El Centro, Yuma,
Nogales, El Paso. Write for daily insurance
rates—and ask for free Mexico Travel-Aid
packet, very helpful in planning your Mexico
m^tor trip. Sanborn's, McAllen, Texas 78502.

ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed. High-
est quality spectrographic. Only $5.00 per
sample. Reed Engineering, 620-R So. Ingle-
wood Ave., Inglewood, California.

• OLD COINS, STAMPS

1965 WILDFLOWER and Wild Tree Seed Catalog,
lists over 700 choice varieties including many
bonsai. Scientific name, common name. In-
formative, artistic, trade secrets revealed. 50c.
Clyde Robin, Collector of Wildflower and
Wild Tree Seeds, P.O. Box 2091-D, Castro
Valley Calif. For beautiful spring blooms
plant wildflower seeds in early winter.

FOR HEALTH certain cactus apples equal Chia.
Free recipe and cactus starts. Smoketrees and
other natives, from $1. Rancho Environmental
Nursery, 71554 Samarkand Drive, Twentynine
Palms, California 92277.

CHIA (SALVIA Columbariae). Still time to plant
for summer harvest. Send $1 for seed packet,
planting instructions. Route 4, Box 439A, Es-
condido, California 92025.

CLEANEST GENUINE Chia seed 12 ounces $2.;
2V2 pounds $5. See our display advertisement,
page 37. Pollen Chia Commerce, 854 Ninth
Street, Santa Monica, California.

OLD FASHION large gourd seeds, mixed types,
certified. 50 seeds $1. Ornamental, useful
for birdhouses, Christmas decorations, con-
versation pieces, etc. Certi-Seeds, 5915D Sho-
shone Avenue, Encino, California.

EUCALYPTUS TREES: Big, beautiful, fragrant,
healthy, pest free, evergreen. Excellent shade
and windbreak trees. Extremely fast growing
from seed. To ten feet first year. Seed packet
$1.00. Eucalyptus, 1739 San Miguel Canyon,
Watsonville, Calif.

• REAL ESTATE

DOLLARS-1873 CC Mint $5, very good. 1878-
79-80-81-82 S Mint, 1883-84-85-99-1900-01-
04 O Mint uncirculated $3 each. 100 page
catalog, Coins, 50c. Schultz, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84110.

EARLY HALF dollars over 100 years old, only
$8., in very good or better. Brilliant uncir-
culated silver dollars before 1900, only $4
each, my choice. The Coin Company, Inc., 315
East Second South, Suite 308, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84111.

FOR INFORMATION on desert acreage and par-
cels for sale in or near Twentynine Palms,
please write to or visit: Silas S. Stanley, Realtor,
73644 Twentynine Palms Highway, Twenty-
nine Palms, California.

FIND LOST or hidden treasures with new tran-
sistor metal detector, underwater metal de-
tectors, scintillation counters, etc. Free litera-
ture. Gardiner Electronics, Dept 51, 4729
North 7th Ave., Phoenix, Arizona.

FINEST TRANSISTOR metal locators, $34.95 to
$275. Find coins, souvenirs, treasure. Informa-
tive folder, "Metal Locating Kinks," 25c.
IGWTD, Williamsburg, New Mexico.

POWERFUL METROTECH locators detect gold, sil-
ver, coins, relics. Moneyback guarantee. Terms,
free information. Underground Explorations,
Dept. 3A, Box 793, Menlo Park, California.

DISCOVER BURIED loot, gold, silver, coins, battle-
field and ghost town relics, with most power-
ful, sensitive transistorized metal detectors
available. Two Year Warranty. Free literature.
Goldak, Dept. DM, 1544 W. Glenoaks, Glen-
dale, California 91201.

NEW SUPERSENSITIVE transistor locators detect
buried gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled
models. $19.95 up. Underwater models avail-
able. Free catalog. Relco A-18, Box 10563,
Houston 18, Texas.

ELECTRONIC METAL detector. Built this sensi-
tive detector for less than the low priced kits.
Full plans and instructions $2. Special Services,
Box 1751, Phoenix, Arizona 85001.

TREASURE GUIDE, descriptive 24-page bulletin
of lost, buried and sunken treasure maps
which are available from private, official and
commercial sources. Send $1 to: U. S. Pub-
lishing Corp., Stuart, Florida.

FUN & PROFIT finding buried treasure, relics
with transistor M-Scope. Known worldwide
for supersensitivity, dependability. Guaranteed.
Very easy terms. Send for free literature,
fascinating user experiences. Fisher Research
Dept. JZ, Palo Alto, California:

400,000,000 ACRES government land in 25
states. Some low as $1 acre. 1965 report.
Details, send $1 to National Land, 422-DM,
Washington Building, Washington, D.C.

ARIZONA, LARGE level lot. Water, power, oiled
streets, $495 complete, $10 down, $10 month,
no interest. Free pictures, map. Write: Box
486, Kingman, Arizona 86401.

MODERN HOME, one bedroom and guest cot-
tage, beautiful setting, healthful all year,
free of dust and fog, Palms to Pines High-
way, 14 miles from Palm Desert, $16,500.
Owner Howard Hale, Star Route Box 60,
Mountain Center, California.

HIDEAWAY IN Montezuma Valley, high above
the desert. 400 rugged scenic acres, overlook-
ing desert and mountains at 4500 ft. eleva-
tion. Many building sites. Invigorating dry
climate. Abundant wild life. Off new main
road to Borrego Springs desert resort (San
Diego County, California.) Adjoins Anza-
Borrego State Park. Only $300.00 per acre.
25% down. For you, or form a group.
Rare opportunity. Luyken, Ranchita, Califor-
nia. Woods, Broker.

RETIRED FOLK'S dream home in all year-round
equitable climate with rare scenic beauty.
Rent with option to buy. Cozy four-room new.
Owner, Box 806, Cornville, Arizona.

CORNER LOT, 200 feet on highway, 200' on
paved side street, large house, 134 baths,
tennis court, garage. Small house adjacent,
2'/2 lots vacant. Ethel Barker, Box 745, Cot-
tonwood, Arizona.

WESTERN MERCHANDISE
GHOST TOWN items: Sun-colored glass, amethyst

to royal purple; ghost railroads materials,
tickets; limited odd items from camps of the
'60s. Write your interest—Box 64-D, Smith,
Nevada.

EIGHTEE¥ BEAUTTFUL Chrome viewcards for $1.
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Indian. State
choice. Lists 10c. Stadlers, 1733 North Ohio,
Roswell, New Mexico.

BOTTLE COLLECTION, approximately 2000 items
(1890-1910), mostly purple. $300. R. Kallis,
20643 Quedo Drive, Woodland Hills, Calif.

• MISCELLANEOUS
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS, western states. Stamp

appreciated for each state index. "The West-
ern Sport of Rattlesnake Hunting," book $2
postpaid. Cutter Snake Bite Kit, $2.50 post-
paid. Campers Dri-Lite Foods, free list. Flint-
Stick, 1000 fire, match, $1 postpaid. Flint-
Stick dealers wanted. Jacobsen Suppliers,
9322 California Ave., South Gate, California
90281.

RARE—TWO large, round, steatite cooking pots,
Chumash. Will sell or trade for coins. For
particulars and photo, send $1. Bob Defosset,
Box 703, Alta, California.

PEDOMETER—SCORES your walking miles up to
100. Rugged precision construction, made
in U.S.A. Chrome plated case, for explorers,
hikers, sportsmen, Boy Scouts, etc. Instruc-
tions and guarantee included, $6.98. Stoynoff,
622 Hot Springs Road, Santa Barbara, Calif.^

"HOW TO Develop and Cash In On Ideas"-
How ordinary people, from scratch, put
ideas into action earning wealth, happiness,
independence, $5. Mark House, Box 1364,
San Mateo, California.
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LETTERS
FROM OUR READERS

Letters requesting answers must include stamped self-addressed envelopes

Back to the Desert . . .
To the Editor: My wife and I eagerly await
the delivery each month of your very inter-
esting magazine. In your March issue you
published an article, with pictures, of Riv-
erside County's oldest school. The first
year the school opened, in 1911, I was the
only senior to graduate that year. I was the
whole senior class!

We recently purchased a home in Boul-
der City, Nevada. As soon as we sell our
home here, we will spend the rest of our
lives roaming the desert. We have indexed
articles in DESERT, and will use them in
planning our desert trips. Thank you for
publishing such a fine magazine.

WALTER F. SANDERS,
Waldport, Oregon.

Letters About Pegleg Gold . . .

To the Editor: My question concerning the
black Pegleg nuggets is: What is the finder's
theory regarding the black covering of those
found underground? How could they have
oxidized without air? Also, what did you
use to remove the black covering and was
it more easily removed from those found
underground than from those on the sur-
face?

BILL KNYVETT,
Palm Springs, California

To the Editor: The author of "I Found Peg-
leg's Black Gold" in your March issue
wishes to remain anonymous and I do not
blame him. However, I would like to for-
ward some information which would be of
definite aid in the recovery of additional
nuggets using only his past methods of
operation, a metal detector and small
shovel. I am not speaking of the casual
claims of persons who use divining rods,
witching sticks, etc. The operation I am
referring to has been used with absolute
results on a hilltop east of Oroville, Cali-
fornia to locate nuggets from one to six
feet deep. The method does and will work
and if gold still remains at your location
down to six feet, I can personally guarantee
results. I will offer to pay the cost of using
this system of recovery should it prove
futile. It will take two or three days and
will not exceed $300. At present I do not
wish to reveal this method to the general
public, but I would like to make it avail-
able to the Author of the story. I feel as
he does concerning the possibiliy of more
and larger nuggets just beyond the range
of his metal detector.

The author could write me using a ficti-
tionus name and a General Delivery Post
Office address in any town and I will
promptly send the complete operation by
return mail. In this way he can remain
anonymous and use the information as
he alone sees fit. I feel that my informa-
tion should be passed on to another at a
time like this and would be delighted if
my assistance should further the operation
to the total satisfaction of all concerned.

ROY H. DRIVER,
Fresno, California.

To the Editor: There are several reasons
why desert varnish does not explain the
blackness of the nuggets, as you suggested
in your box in the April issue with the
Southworth article. The anonymous writer
has the most logical explanation. Consider-
ing the assay—70% gold, 20% silver, 10%
copper—cupri oxide is black, so the writer's
conclusion that the black color was due to
copper oxide is more reasonable than due
to desert varnish. My theory is that the
color may be in part, or wholly, due to
copper sulfide and silver sulfide. These do
not take long to form, as anyone who lets
a silver dish go without polishing well
knows. I would like to know if the author
used nitric acid to dissolve the black coat-
ing? To the extent that copper salts dis-
solved, the solution would have been green
or blue. If silver had dissolved also, he could
have poured in a little salt water and a
white curdy precipitate would have resulted.

OSCAR L. BRAUER, PhD.,
San Jose, California

To the Editor: Re the article in the March
issue of DESERT Magazine, would the
author be willing to disclose the location of
"Pegleg Hill" to me if I agreed to form a
company to mine the gold still in that
area, entirely at my expense, and with no
further responsibility on his part, with the
stipulation that his share would be left to
him direct, or to some worthy charity of
his choice—say, like Boystown?

R. E. DOTY,
La Jolla, California.

To the Editor: Having given some of the
juiciest years of my life to the creation and
early survival of DESERT Magazine and
having written a masterpiece many years
later entitled "On the Trail of Peg Leg
Smith's Lost Gold," (published in 1957), I
am completely and properly pushed into
oblivion by the anonymous writer of "I
Found Peg Leg's Black Gold" in your
March issue. It doesn't bother me that the
gold was found, or at least that some hardy
person stumbled upon some "black nug-
gets" and found a way to turn them into a
tidy fortune, but it does bother me that the
"myth" is thereby exploded. I roamed the
deserts for 10 years or more before and
after Randall and I created DESERT Maga-
zine, but I can't recall that I ever sought
or found a bit of gold. The stories of lost
mines always fascinated me, but they never
caused me to dig. Like Harold Weight, I
preferred to dig the story—and in digging
I gained a lot in experiencing the beauty
of the desert. Frankly, I wrote the Peg
Leg booklet because the myths were more
exciting to me than the black pieces of
metal.

Perhaps your nameless writer tells a true
story, and if he does I commend him for
his astuteness. But I'm still mildly skep-
tical. And I hope people with an adven-
turous spirit will continue to search for
the "Lost Peg Leg" for a long, long time.
Because in the searching, they may find
something more important than black gold.

J. WILSON McKINNEY,
San Mateo, California

* ita g t& Last M'mts
generally are of the theme of a handful
of nuggets or a piece of float or ledge
being the proof of the mine, which puts
me in mind of a story. A prospector named
Paddy excitedly showed a piece of rich ore
to the geology professor of McGill Uni-
versity saying, "What do you think of my
mine?" The professor removed an envel-
ope from his pocket, slowly unfolded it, and
removed a solitary hair from a horse's tail.
Handing the hair to Paddy, he said, " What
do you think of my race horse?"

W. M. TAYLOR,
Le Selva Beach, California.

To the Editor: As one of the writers of
Pegleg lore, I am hugely interested in the
finding of the black nuggets. Unless the dis-
coverer is making the story up from start
to finish, it's fully plausible. If he is mak-
ing it up, I' 11 cheerfully yield to him my
crown as all-time champion liar of the SW
desert, accorded to me by judges at the
Pegleg liar's contest. The nuggets are solid
evidence, the probable sites fit, the writer
is conservative and 1 congratulate him, ten-
tatively at least. It's less important that he
is wrong about dates— Pegleg was there
about 1829 and it had to be before the
'49 days. BUT, if the finder thinks there
won't be a brand new stampede down there,
he is about to be surprised!

HOWARD D. CLARK,
Yucca Valley, California.

To the Editor: I'm positive I met the man
who found the Pegleg gold. I've got one of
his nuggets. His story in the March issue
cleared up something I've wondered about.
I've spent summers for 15 years in Alaska
and Canada and winters in Arizona. About
5 or 6 years ago I was in a jewelry store
in Nome, Alaska, getting a crystal put in
my watch. A man came in and poured out
a poke of nuggets to sell to the jeweler.
Being a prospector, I couldn't resist picking
up one. I noticed that it had been cleaned,
probabliy in acid, as the gold was clean
even down in the crevices. Nuggets look
more natural when they're tarnished a bit
and most people prefer them that way, so
I asked why he'd cleaned them, but he just
played it cool, claiming he liked them
that way. I tried to draw him out, but he
wasn't talking. I figured he'd found a
good strike and was cleaning them so an
experienced man couldn't tell which dis-
trict or creek they came from by their
color and appearance—which an experi-
enced man can tell if they're left in a natu-
ral state. The jeweler bought the nuggets
and after the man left, I bought one from
the jeweler. The story in DESERT ex-
plained the whole business. I'm sure the
nugget I'm looking at right now is the same
as yours.

Personally, I would have been suspicious
of the story if it hadn't been for my ex-
perience in Nome. But now I take off my
hat to him. He was smart enough to keep
the gold and handle it the right way, which
few men would do. He deserves it all.
I'm getting ready to head north again, but
think I'll go over first and spend a few
weeks looking for the rest of the Pegleg
gold.

A. W. CLAWSON,
Wickenburg, Arizona.
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MMMMMI
in southern Utah's color country

UTAH SHAKESPEAREAN FESTIVAL . . . CEDAR CITY, UTAH . . . JULY 8 -28
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STAY THREE DAYS - SEE THREE PLAYS
Enjoy Shakespeare as you like it!—TWELFTH
NIGHT, MACBETH and MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S
DREAM. Under the stars, amid the cool, green
pines of the College of Southern Utah campus.
This outstanding production of the immortal
works of the Bard of the Avon is staged in an
authentic reproduction of the Tiring House.
More than 100 Elizabethan costumes in silk bro-
cades, woolens, Italian velvets, chiffons, and
silks, all in brilliant hues, are being designed
from original patterns. Those attending are also
entertained by troubadors and dancing on the
green prior to the plays.

Cedar City - Vacation Headquarters for Southern Utah

Cedar City should be your vacation headquarters
during your stay in Southern Utah. Excellent accommo-
dations, unlimited recreation, and outstanding scenery
await you in this land of color. Its central location
makes Cedar City the gateway to the National Parks
and Monuments of Utah; Zion, Bryce, Cedar Breaks,
and the Glen Canyon National Recreation Area are
all within easy driving distance. For the sportsman
there are also unlimited opportunities for hunting, fish-
ing, and camping activities every month of the year.

Send me the free
"Color Country/'
FOR SHAKESPEARI

Cedar City

Nnmfi

Address

City

booklet
available

on Southern Utah
for group showing. also information on a 16 mm film.

•FESTIVAL RESERVATIONS ALSO WRITE:
Chamber of Commerce, Cedar City, Utah.

StrrtP >

VISIT SCEh

SOUTHER

UTAH



ATION TO INCLUDE UTAH'S
TKP.EE NATIONAL PARKS
EIGHT NATIONAL MONUMENTS
TWO NATIONAL RECREATION AREAS

PLUS: Seven Cool National Forests - 29 State Parks
and scores of other attractions

ALL IN THE DIFFERENT WORLD OF UTAH!
for FREE UTAH TOUR GUIDE: Send name and address to Dept. 117 Utah Tourist Council, Council Hall, State Capitol, Salt Lake City .Utah 84114




